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Abstract
In this thesis we explore the merits of chiral effective field theory (χEFT) as a
model for low-energy nuclear physics. χEFT is an effective field theory based
on quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) describing low-energy interactions of
nucleons and pions. We estimate the inherent uncertainties of χEFT and
the accompanying methods used to compute observables in order to test the
predictive power of the model. We use experimental pion-nucleon, nucleon-
nucleon and few-nucleon data to perform a simultaneous fit of the low-energy
constants in χEFT. This results in small statistical uncertainties in the
model. The results show a clear order-by-order improvement of χEFT with
the systematical model error dominating the total error budget.
Keywords: nuclear physics, χEFT, uncertainty quantification, NN
scattering, few-nucleon physics
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of theoretical physics is to understand the physical world
around us, usually through the use of mathematical models. From that
understanding one aims to make predictions with known precision. Low-
energy nuclear physics, which studies the interaction between nucleons at
low energy, is at a stage where we are confident about the underlying theory
– quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) – governing such systems. However,
QCD can not be directly applied at low energies as it is non-perturbative in
that region. Instead, another prescription to go from QCD to predictions for
low-energy observables is needed. For this we need a model, and numerical
methods used to calculate physically relevant quantities – observables – using
that model. An important quality of a model is that it has large predictive
power. The topic of this Thesis is making predictions using the model chiral
effective field theory (χEFT) with accompanying numerical methods. The
focus will be on quantifying and improving the predictive power.
According to the scientific method, if the theoretical predictions do not
agree with experimentally measured values, the theory either needs to be
improved or a new theory needs to be developed. However, most models
contain approximations and assumptions, either because the complete theory
is too complex to be usable or because some aspects of the theory are not
well enough understood. If approximations or assumptions are made – either
in the model or in the methods – it is important to know how large effects
these will have on the predictions. That is, error bars are needed for the
calculated values. Without such error estimates, the model together with
the methods used will have little predictive power. A lack of error estimates
will in turn make it hard, or even impossible, to falsify the model, which goes
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against the principles of the scientific method.
The interaction between nucleons results from the combined effect of the
strong and the electromagnetic (EM) forces. The nucleons are colorless
bound states of quarks and gluons. The gluons mediate the strong force,
while the EM force is carried by the photons. Thus, the most exact
model known for the nucleon interaction is obtained by considering all the
constituent quarks. However, since this is a very complex model, there is no
accurate method for doing actual calculations. The most prominent method,
lattice QCD, produces results with large uncertainties and requires large
extrapolations as it relies on the use of unphysically large quark masses [1].
There also exist phenomenological interaction models for the description
of the nuclear interaction, e.g. the meson-exchange model CD-Bonn [2]
and δ-shell interactions [3]. These, and other phenomenological models, are
parametrized by a set of free parameters. The free parameters are fixed
by fitting the model to selected experimental data. The downside of this
approach is that the approximations made are hard to quantify. The model
may reproduce the experimental data that is used to fix the free parameters,
but there is no telling how good or bad it will perform for other types of
experimental data, thus reducing the predictive power of the model.
In between brute-force QCD calculations (which would have a high pre-
dictive power but are practically too demanding) and the phenomenological
models (which have a too low predictive power) is χEFT. This is an effective,
low-energy theory based on QCD, in which nucleons and pions are the
effective degrees of freedom instead of the quarks. The basic idea is to first
construct the most general Lagrangian, consistent with the symmetries of
QCD. This procedure will result in the appearance of contact interactions
and pion-exchange terms. The resulting Feynman diagrams are then ordered
by an assigned scaling, known as power counting. This ordering allows for a
systematic improvement of the interaction that in theory enables systematical
errors to be under control.
Another important feature of χEFT, which also improves the predictive
power, is that both nucleon and pion physics are described by the same model.
Experimental data for all of these systems can then be used to constrain, or
falsify, the model.
Since χEFT is an effective theory, it is parametrized by low-energy
constants (LECs). If precise enough QCD calculations could be made, the
values of the LECs could be inferred from such results. As this is currently
not possible, a fit to experimental data is used instead.
2
As a summary, the features that make χEFT a good model with large
predictive power are:
• A clear connection to the underlying theory, QCD.
• The ordering of the Feynman graphs allows for systematic improve-
ments and a way to estimate the systematical errors of the model.
• The same model is used to describe both the two-nucleon, the many-
nucleon as well as the the pion-nucleon interaction.
This short overview of the available models for the interaction of nucleons
highlights only part of the motivation behind this work. The main motivation
is that, although χEFT has been used for a long time, the advantages of the
model listed above have not been fully exploited. Thus, the real importance
of this work is to help remedy this and pave the way for improved nuclear
calculations with well-founded error estimates. Here, this is achieved through
the use of improved tools and methods including newly developed techniques
to calculate observables and their corresponding model errors. This thesis
contains:
• Efficient calculation of potential matrix elements (see Sec. 3.1).
• Fast and accurate few and many-body methods to calculate different
observables with the method errors under control (see Ch. 3).
• High-precision derivatives up to second order using automatic differen-
tiation (see Sec. 3.2) including specialized routines for various matrix
operations.
• Efficient optimization algorithms used to fit the interactions to exper-
imental data (see Ch. 4).
• Sophisticated regression methods and statistical analyses to get sta-
tistical uncertainties and correlations for LECs and observables (see
Secs. 4.4 and 4.5).
The goal of this thesis is to give a description of χEFT and the methods
involved starting from the definition of the interaction to actual predictions
of observables.
3
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The thesis is organized as follows. Ch. 2 will focus on the definition of
the model – χEFT – and its properties. This includes how to define a non-
relativistic potential and how model errors can be estimated. In Ch. 3 the
methods used to calculate various observables are presented together with the
experimental data. In Ch. 4 we show how actual interactions are constructed
from χEFT, how the LECs are determined from a fit to experimental data and
how statistical uncertainties are propagated. In Ch. 5 we will put everything
together and showcase some results as a proof-of-concept. Finally, in Ch. 6
we will discuss the results and explore some future applications enabled by
this work.
4
Chapter 2
χEFT – The model
This Chapter will focus on the definition and construction of the chiral
interaction. For more details see e.g. Refs. [4, 5].
In χEFT nucleons and pions are used as the effective degrees of freedom
instead of the constituent quarks and gluons. This is a valid approach
since the nucleons and pions do not break up into new particles at low
energies. χEFT will obey all the symmetries of the underlying theory, QCD,
by construction.
Of special interest is the explicitly and spontaneously broken chiral
symmetry [4]. If the quarks were massless, chiral symmetry would be an exact
symmetry. Due to their small (compared to nucleons) but non-vanishing
masses, chiral symmetry is explicitly broken by QCD. It is still, however, an
approximate symmetry and one therefore expects to see almost degenerate
isospin states and parity states in the hadronic spectrum. This is the case
for isospin, e.g. the masses of the neutron and proton are about the same.
However, degenerate parity states are not observed in nature [4], implying a
spontaneous symmetry breaking. These characteristics determine, to a large
extent, how the pions and nucleons interact at low energy, which is then
incorporated into χEFT.
Once the symmetries are known, one constructs the most general
Lagrangian for the interaction between the nucleons and pions [6] that is
consistent with these symmetries. This effective Lagrangian will contain an
infinite amount of terms, or diagrams, as more and more intermediate states
are involved. Furthermore, when the strength of a contribution is not fixed
by the underlying symmetries that part will be proportional to a LEC. This
means that the more diagrams we include, the more LECs will have to be
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determined from data, which in itself is a reduction of the predictive power
of the model. To solve this, a power counting (PC) scheme is needed, i.e. a
way to order the diagrams such that the ones that have the largest impact on
the low-energy physics are included first. In this way, we can stop including
more diagrams once the desired accuracy is achieved.
The importance of the PC cannot be overstated. If we cannot predict
that some diagrams will only have a very small impact on the results, we will
have no way to estimate the accuracy of the model without including all of
the infinitely many terms. A correct PC should also minimize the amount of
LECs needed to achieve a given accuracy. This is important as we will show
in Ch. 4 that too many LECs can lead to both a decreased predictive power
and a decreased precision of the model.
In this Chapter, we will first define the PC in Sec. 2.1. Then the
interaction will be defined in more detail in Secs. 2.2 and 2.3. Finally, we
will show how to construct model errors in Sec. 2.4.
2.1 Scales in χEFT
The PC is needed to identify which diagrams are the most important for
low-energy interactions. The first question to ask is: what is meant by
“low energy”? When nucleons and pions interact with high enough relative
momentum p, there could be enough energy to create new particles, such as a
ρmeson. This can not be predicted by a χEFT where only pions and nucleons
are considered. Therefore, the breakdown scale Λχ of χEFT– i.e. the energy
at which the effective-field theory becomes invalid – is around the mass of
the ρ meson, Mρ ≈ 800 MeV. This sets an upper energy scale for χEFT. On
the other hand, the pion masses (∼ 140 MeV) sets the characteristic scale for
pion exchanges. The relative momentum p will then be of the order of the
pion masses in a low-energy interaction. The PC is then the ordering of the
terms in the Lagrangian in powers of Q/Λχ, where Q is the soft scale given
by the pion masses and p, while Λχ is the breakdown scale. All terms in the
Lagrangian scale according to (Q/Λχ)ν where ν ≥ 0 for all terms allowed by
the underlying symmetries. One complication is that there are several other
relevant scales involved in the interactions, such as relativistic corrections.
In order to have control of the size of the omitted terms, it is vital to include
these other scales in an extended PC.
One scale is introduced by the nucleon mass MN ≡ 2MpMn/(Mp +Mn)
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where Mp and Mn is the proton and neutron mass, respectively. The use
of the heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory [4, 7] introduces relativistic
corrections with factors of 1/MN [4]. We use the power counting introduced
by Weinberg (WPC) [8, 9], which means Q/MN ≈ (Q/Λχ)2. An alternative
power counting used by Machleidt et al. is Q/MN ≈ Q/Λχ [4], which results
in relativistic corrections entering at lower orders.
The mass difference of the up and down quark gives rise to isospin-
breaking effects. These effects will make the proton-proton (pp), neutron-
proton (np) and neutron-neutron (nn) interactions slightly different. The
effects are proportional to powers of (md −mu)/(md +mu) where md and mu
is the mass of the down and up quark, respectively. In order to include this
in the extended PC, these effects are assumed to scale as [4]
md −mu
md +mu ≈ 13 ≈ QΛχ . (2.1)
As the nucleons and pions consists of charged quarks, the nucleons
and pions also interact with the electro-magnetic (EM) force through the
exchange of photons. The EM interaction contributes both with short-range
effects, such as isospin breaking due to the different charges, and long-range
effects such as the Coulomb interaction. The EM interaction is calculated
as an expansion in α, the fine-structure constant, and is incorporated in the
extended PC using the approximation [4]
4piα ≈ 1
10
≈ ( Q
Λχ
)2 . (2.2)
The long-range effects, as the name suggests, become increasingly important
as the energy gets lower. Therefore those terms are included at all orders in
the chiral expansion.
To conclude, there are four scales involved in the extended PC, with the
scaling of a given diagram given as
({mpi, p}
Λχ
)νχ ({mpi, p}
MN
)νM (md −mu
md +mu)νq (4piα)να
= ( Q
Λχ
)νχ+2νM+νq+2να (2.3)
with ν = νχ + 2νM + νq + 2να and the νx being non-negative integers.
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With the extended PC firmly in place, we can construct a series of
interactions with increasing accuracy by successively raising the upper limit
on ν on the included diagrams. This is done in the following two Sections
for the nucleons and the nucleon-pion interaction respectively.
2.2 The nucleon interactions
In this Section we will briefly describe the different contributions to the
nucleon-nucleon (NN), three-nucleon (3N) and four-nucleon (4N) interactions
of strong force origin. The terms, or diagrams, of the interaction are divided
into different groups, both depending on the order ν and on the type and
quantities of the exchanged particles.
The lowest order interaction is leading order (LO), and consists of all
ν = 0 terms. There are no terms with ν = 1 due to parity and time-reversal
invariance. Therefore the next-to-leading order (NLO) is constructed from
all terms with ν ≤ 2. From there on it continues with next-to-next-to-leading
order (N2LO or NNLO) being ν ≤ 3 and N3LO is ν ≤ 4.
The diagrams where only photons are exchanged are the EM interaction,
i.e. when only να > 0 using the notation of Eq. (2.3). All other terms are
considered part of the strong nuclear interaction. It is usually divided into
two parts, the contact interaction (Vct), and the pion exchanges where one or
more pion is exchanged (V1pi, V2pi, V3pi, and so on). The pion exchanges are
the long-range part of the nuclear interactions and are partially determined
by chiral symmetry. The contact interaction, on the other hand, is a general
parametrization of the short-range physics, with each term proportional to
an LEC. One part of the short-range physics is diagrams involving the ∆-
excitation of the nucleon (∆ baryons), which in our model is implicitly a part
of the contact interaction.
The contact and pion-exchange diagrams entering the interaction at the
different orders are shown in Fig. 2.1. The nucleons and pions are shown with
solid and dashed lines, respectively. At LO the leading contact interaction
enters, represented by two crossing nucleon lines, and one-pion exchange
(1PE). At NLO there are additional contact interactions and also the leading
two-pion exchange (2PE). At N2LO there are corrections to the 2PE and
also the leading 3N force appears, consisting of contact interactions and pion
exchanges. Finally at N3LO there are many new contributions to the contact
interaction and the 2PE. The first 4N diagrams also enters at this order. The
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three-pion exchange (3PE) appears in both the NN, 3N and 4N interactions.
The first relativistic corrections enters at N3LO in our PC.
The order νχ of a contact or pion exchange diagram without spectator
particles (particles that not interact with any other particles) is [4]
νχ = 2A − 4 + 2l +∑
i
∆i
∆i = di + ni2 − 2. (2.4)
Here, A is the number of nucleons, l is the number of pion loops, di is the
number of derivatives of pion mass insertions and ni is the number of nucleons
entering or leaving vertex i. ∆i is non-negative for all diagrams allowed by
chiral symmetry.
Using this formula, the lowest νχ allowed when A nucleons interact is
obtained when l = 0 and ∑i∆i = 0, i.e. ν(min)A−N = 2A − 4. Thus, the NN force
enters at LO and the 3N force at NLO. However, at NLO all 3N contributions
cancel and the first non-vanishing contribution enters at N2LO [10].
2.2.1 The nucleon-nucleon potential
For the calculation of NN scattering we solve the non-relativistic Lippmann-
Schwinger (LS) equation and for the calculation of nucleon bound-state
observables we employ the non-relativistic Schrödinger equation. In both
cases a non-relativistic potential is needed. For details on how this potential
is constructed from the effective Lagrangian, see e.g. Ref.[4].
A pure NN contact term is an interaction between two nucleons without
any exchanged particles. Due to parity, the order νct must be even and will
in this case only consist of derivative insertions. The contact diagrams are
shown in Fig. 2.1.
When M pions are exchanged between two nucleons, it will necessarily
involve L = M − 1 loops, therefore the leading M-pion exchange will have
ν
(min)
M−pi = 2M − 2.
With this power counting, and including the long-range EM interaction
9
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Figure 2.1: Feynman diagrams for the contact and pion-exchange diagrams
entering at different orders. Solid (dashed) lines denotes nucleons (pions). A
circle, diamond, square and triangle represents a vertex of order ∆ = 0,1,2,4
respectively. Three dots implies that there are more diagrams not shown.
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at all orders, we define the NN potentials at different orders as
V (LO) = VEM + V (LO)ct + V (LO)1pi
V (NLO) = V (LO) + V (NLO)ct + V (NLO)2pi
V (N2LO) = V (NLO) + V (N2LO)2pi
V (N3LO) = V (N2LO) + V (N3LO)ct + V (N3LO)2pi + V (N3LO)3pi
(2.5)
The 1PE is fully determined by chiral symmetry, and thus does not depend
on any LECs. At NLO the leading 2PE enters, see Fig. 2.1. This contribution
does not depend on any LECs since all vertices must have index ∆ = 0. At
N2LO the sub-leading 2PE enters with diagrams proportional to the piN
LECs c1, c3 and c4. At N3LO the piN LECs c2, d1 + d2, d3, d5 and d14 − d15
enter.
The loops in the 2PE need to be regulated, and this is usually done either
using dimensional regularization (DR) or spectral function regularization
(SFR) [10]. Here we use the latter, with a regulator parameter Λ˜ = 700 MeV
as an energy cut off. The expressions for the pion exchange contributions in
a momentum basis and using SFR can be found in Ref. [5].
The 3PE terms entering at N3LO, see Fig. 2.1 have been shown to be
rather small [4] and are therefore ignored.
The contact interaction can be parametrized in different ways. In our
calculations we will use a partial-wave momentum-basis. A channel in
this basis is denoted as 2S+1LJ , where S is the total spin, L the orbital
angular momentum (with L = 0, 1, 2 denoted by S,P,D and so on) and
J the total angular momentum. A convenient parametrization is then
given by parameterizing each partial wave independently. At order νct,
only partial waves up to angular momentum L + L′ = νct will have a non-
zero contribution, where L (L′) is the incoming (outgoing) orbital angular
momentum. Thus, the leading-order contact interaction, V (LO)ct , affects
only S-waves, proportional to the NN LECs C˜1S0 and C˜3S1 The terms from
the NLO (N3LO) contact interactions are proportional to the Cx (Dx) NN
LECs. For more details, see e.g. Ref. [4]. For the NLO and N3LO contact
interactions there are 7 and 15 NN LECs needed to parametrize the contact
interaction, respectively.
To sum up the LEC dependence of the different parts in Eq. (2.5), they
11
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all contain terms either proportional to or independent of LECs,
V
(LO)
ct ∼ {C˜1S0 , C˜3S1}
V
(NLO)
ct ∼ {C1S0 , C3S1 , C3S1−3D1 , C3P0 , C1P1 , C3P1 , C3P2},
V
(N3LO)
ct ∼ {D1S0 , Dˆ1S0 , D3S1 , Dˆ3S1 , D3S1−3D1 , Dˆ3S1−3D1 , D3P0 , D1P1 ,
D3P1 , D3P2 , D3P2−3F2 , D3D1 , D1D2 , D3D2 , D3D3},
V
(LO)
1pi ∼ 1,
V
(NLO)
2pi ∼ 1,
V
(N2LO)
2pi ∼ {c1, c3, c4},
V
(N3LO)
2pi ∼ {1, d1 + d2, d3, d5, d14 − d15, c21, c22, c23, c24, c1c2, c1c3, c2c3},
(2.6)
More details will be provided in Sec. 3.1.
The various isospin-breaking effects that exist are well described in e.g.
Refs. [4, 10]. In short, at LO there are no such effects. At NLO, we get a
splitting of the C˜1S0 contact into three different contacts, C˜
(pp)
1S0
, C˜(np)1S0 and
C˜
(nn)
1S0
. At NLO we also take into account the pion mass splitting in 1PE.
This means that V1pi will be
V
(pp)
1pi =V (nn)1pi = V (LO)1pi (mpi0) (2.7)
V
(np,T=0)
1pi = − V (LO)1pi (mpi0) − 2V (LO)1pi (mpi±) (2.8)
V
(np,T=1)
1pi = − V (LO)1pi (mpi0) + 2V (LO)1pi (mpi±) (2.9)
At N2LO we have no additional isospin-violating effects. Most of the isospin-
violating effects at N3LO are ignored because they have been shown to be
small [4]. The only effect included in our calculations is the pion-photon (piγ)
exchange term [11].
At NLO, in addition to the splitting of the 1PE, there are further
corrections such as the Goldberger-Treiman discrepancy. This is accounted
for by altering the value of the axial-vector coupling constant gA. At LO, the
experimentally determined value of g(LO)A = 1.276 [12] is used and at higher
orders a corrected value is used, g(NLO,N2LO,N3LO)A = 1.29 [4].
When the magnitude of an ingoing or outgoing momentum p approaches
the breakdown scale Λχ of χEFT, the non-relativistic potential V is no longer
accurate and it would cause the LS equation to diverge. Therefore, we need
to cut off high momentum contributions in the potential. This is done using
12
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a regulator function fNN(p),
V (p′,p)↤ V (p′,p)fNN(p′)fNN(p), (2.10)
with
fNN(p) = exp [−( pΛ)2n] (2.11)
where Λ is a regulator parameter. We use Λ = 500 MeV and n = 3 at all
orders. The purpose of the cutoff function is to remove the high-momentum
part of the interaction. Since the regulator function is chosen more or less
arbitrary and has no physical meaning it should not affect the low-energy
physics. However, through correlations between high- and low-momentum
states, there will be some degree of alteration of the low-energy physics. This
is solved by also modifying the values of the LECs in such a way as to keep
the low-energy physics unaltered. Therefore, different regulator functions
will require slightly different values of the LECs to make the results cutoff
independent.
The electro-magnetic interaction
The electro-magnetic interaction is the part of the nucleon interaction that
only involves the exchange of photons. This is the longest range part of the
interaction. In this work we use
V
(pp)
EM =VC1 + VC2 + VVP + V (pp)MM (2.12)
V
(np)
EM =V (np)MM (2.13)
where C1 is the static Coulomb interaction, C2 is relativistic corrections
to the Coulomb interaction, VP is vacuum polarization [13] and MM
the magnetic moment interaction [14]. The long-range effects become
increasingly important as the energy approaches zero, therefore we include
all long-range effects at all orders in the chiral expansion.
2.2.2 The three-nucleon interaction
The first non-vanishing 3N diagrams appear at N2LO, see Fig. 2.1. It is,
therefore, expected to be much smaller than the NN interaction that enters
13
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already at LO. The 3N interaction consists of a 2PE part proportional to
the piN LECs c1, c3 and c4, a 1PE part proportional to the 3N LEC cD and
a 3N contact interaction proportional to the 3N LEC cE [15]. cD and cE do
not appear in the NN part. At N3LO there are corrections to the N2LO
interaction. However, these corrections do not involve any new LECs. The
N2LO and N3LO part of the 3N potential in a momentum-space partial-wave
basis are presented in Refs. [15] and [16] respectively.
The 3N force, just like the NN force, needs to be regulated to cut off
unphysical high-momentum states. This is done using the regulator
V ↤ V f3N(p′, q′)f3N(p, q), (2.14)
where p and q here are the Jacobi momenta and
f3N(p, q) = exp [−(4p2 + 3q24Λ2 )n] (2.15)
where we use the same values Λ = 500 MeV and n = 3 as for the NN potential.
2.2.3 The four-nucleon interaction
For a complete N3LO potential the leading 4N interaction is needed, see
Fig. 2.1. The N3LO 4N diagrams consist of four-pion exchanges (4PE), 3PE,
2PE with one NN contact, and 1PE with two NN contacts, all vertices with
index ∆ = 0. Due to the difficulty of including it in many-body calculations,
and because it is expected to be small, it is often neglected.
2.3 The pion-nucleon interaction
One of the advantages of χEFT is that it links NN physics with piN physics.
This means that the piN interaction can constrain the pion-exchange part of
the NN interaction. The lowest order terms in the piN interaction have ν = 1
and does not involve any LECs. At order ν = 2 the piN LECs c1 to c4 enters.
Then d1+d2, d3, d5 and d14−d15 enters at ν = 3 and e14 to e18 at ν = 4 summing
up to a total of 13 piN LECs.
At orders LO and NLO in the NN interaction none of the piN LECs
enter. At N2LO however, a connection between the NN and piN interactions
is established through the piN LECs c1, c3 and c4 as these LECs affects both
the NN, 3N and piN interaction.
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For more details regarding the piN Lagrangian and the interaction, see
e.g. Refs. [17, 18].
2.4 Model errors
Having control over both the systematic and statistical errors of a model is
one of the key ingredients for meaningful predictions. The statistical error
of χEFT comes from the fitting procedure, in which the values of the LECs
are adjusted to make the model predictions fit with the experimental data.
From the uncertainty in the values of the experimental data there will be
a statistical uncertainty in the values of the LECs. This will be covered in
detail in Ch. 4.
The systematic model error (referred to just as the model error) mainly
comes from the omitted Feynman diagrams. Therefore, the model error at a
given order can be estimated from the expected size of those diagrams. This
immediately suggests that the two-nucleon interaction is more important
than the three-nucleon interaction, and so on for many-nucleon interactions.
It is crucial to include the model error when fitting to data. In particular
for the data where the experimental uncertainties are smaller than the model
error. Without this, the fitting procedure can and should not be expected to
result in a χ2/Ndof value of 1, where Ndof is the number of degrees of freedom
in the fit. Including both the model error and the experimental uncertainty
in the fitting procedure also results in improved statistical errors, as these
should depend on the total uncertainty for the data.
To quantify the model error we estimate the size of the omitted diagrams.
At a given order ν, all diagrams up to (Q/Λχ)ν are included, which means
that the impact of the omitted terms should be O((Q/Λχ)ν+1). This still
needs to be converted to an actual number, σmodel.
The experimental data we use consists mainly of scattering observables
plus some bound-state properties. Scattering observables are associated with
a fixed center-of-mass momentum p. The method we have used to include
model errors is to assume that the real and imaginary parts of each NN and
piN scattering amplitude (see Secs. 3.3 and 3.6) have an error
σ
(amp)
model,x = Cx ( pΛχ)
ν+1
, x ∈ {NN, piN}, (2.16)
where CNN and CpiN are scaling constants to be determined. This corresponds
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to a covariance matrix for the scattering amplitudes of the form (σ(amp)model,x)2I
where I is the unit matrix. This means that we do not take correlations
between the scattering amplitudes into account. We have made the choice
Q = p to capture the trend of an increasing model error as the energy increases.
In this approach the size of the error is the same for each scattering amplitude.
Therefore, the values of the amplitudes should all be of the same order. Our
analysis shows that this is the case for both NN and piN scattering, see Paper
2.
If all uncertainties are correctly included it can be expected that the total
χ2/Ndof is about 1. This should approximately hold also for the NN and piN
scattering data separately. Therefore, we determine the scaling constants
CNN and CpiN by requiring that the partial χ2-values χ2(x)/N (x)dof for the NN
and piN scattering data both be 1. The x, standing for NN or piN, signifies
that it is the χ2 and degrees of freedom only for those data. This leads to an
iterative process where first the Cx scaling constants are updated, then the
LECs are optimized using these Cx and so on until the process has stabilized.
This usually does not require more than three iterations.
For bound-state properties it is not clear how to associate a certain energy
scale Q, therefore we do not know of a meaningful way to include model
errors for these observables. Since there are only very few bound states with
A ≲ 4 this is not too big of an issue. Another issue is that the bound-state
properties are not functions of a common quantity as was the case for the
scattering observables, which are all functions of the scattering amplitudes.
So far we have discussed the systematical model error coming from
the omitted diagrams. In order to define our NN potential we introduced
regulating functions fNN and f3N, which in our case depend on Λ, the chosen
cutoff value. As stated, the values of low-energy observables should not
depend on the exact form of fNN,3N and this is achieved by making the
values of LECs depend on the chosen regulator function. However, this
will not remove all regulator-dependence and as the energy increases this
error is expected to increase also. This is another source of model errors.
Although not investigated in this Thesis, the size of this error has been
estimated elsewhere (see e.g. [5]) by varying the value of the cutoff parameter
Λ appearing in fNN and f3N. It is not clear how to best construct an actual
error band from such a variation. However, it is something that could be
used in tandem with the above model error based on the size of the omitted
diagrams. This could result in a more complete estimate of the model error.
A benefit of this method is that it also provides a model error estimate for
16
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the bound-state properties.
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Chapter 3
Calculating observables – The
methods
With the model firmly in place, it is time to focus on the other essential part
of a theory, namely the numerical methods used to calculate observables. As
pointed out already in the introduction, efficient methods with controlled
approximations is just as important for meaningful predictions as having
a good model. Therefore, the focus of this Chapter is to introduce usable
numerical methods with well-defined method uncertainties for the calculation
of observables.
For numerical values of physical constants, we use the values from
CODATA 2010 [19], unless otherwise stated. For the pion masses and
the pion decay constant Fpi, which are not present in CODATA 2010, we
use values from the Particle Data Group [20] for the masses and the value
Fpi = 92.4 MeV for the decay constant [5].
The first step in calculating NN and few-nucleon observables is to obtain
the nuclear potential, which will be described in Sec. 3.1. For the fitting
of the LECs, and the associated regression analysis, we need to obtain the
derivatives of the theoretically calculated observable values with respect to
the LECs. The computationally advantageous method to calculate these
quantities, automatic differentiation, is presented in Sec. 3.2.
The computational methods to calculate the different observables – NN
elastic scattering, effective range parameters, bound-state properties and piN
scattering – are presented in Secs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. The
methods are presented together with uncertainty estimates.
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3.1 Nuclear potential matrices
For the calculation of observables, we use the NN potential in a partial-wave
momentum-basis. Thus, the two-body matrix elements (MEs) of the form⟨p′J ′L′S′T ′T ′z ∣V ∣pJLSTTz⟩ are needed, where p is the relative momentum,
J the total angular momentum, L the orbital angular momentum, S the
total spin and T (Tz) the total (projected) isospin. Total angular momentum
conservation gives J ′ = J . Furthermore, for total spin S = 0 and S = 1 we have
L = J and ∣L − J ∣ ≤ 1 respectively. From anti-symmetrization we get T = 0 (1)
for L + S odd (even). The NN interaction is isospin conserving, T = T ′. It is,
however, T and Tz dependent.
The chiral NN potential in a momentum basis is given in Ref. [5]. For
the piγ exchange diagram appearing at N3LO we use a value of γ¯ = 0 for
the renormalization-dependent constant. The most general form of the NN
potential is (spin and isospin indices suppressed)
V (p′,p) = ∑
n∈{C,S,LS,T,σL} [Vn(q, k) + τ1 ⋅ τ2Wn(q, k)]Xn(q,k), (3.1)
where q ≡ p′ − p, k ≡ (p′ + p)/2 and τ1,2 (σ1,2) are the isospin (spin) operators
for the two nucleons. The Vn (Wn) potentials is the isoscalar (isovector)
part of the potential. The five operator structures Xn are called central
(XC = 1), spin (XS = σ1 ⋅σ2), spin-orbit (XLS = −i(σ1 +σ2) ⋅ (q × k)/2), tensor
(XT = (σ1 ⋅ q)(σ2 ⋅ q)) and sigma-orbit (XσL = (σ1 ⋅ (q × k))(σ2 ⋅ (q × k))).
The explicit isospin dependence in Eq. (3.1) evaluates to ⟨T ′T ′z ∣τ1 ⋅ τ2 ∣TTz⟩ =(4T − 3)δT ′T δT ′zTz . The partial-wave decomposition of the different terms in
Eq. (3.1) are given in Ref. [21]. It is a linear transformation and involves
different sums of integrals of the form
IJ,L(p′, p) = pi∫ 1−1 dz[V (q(z), k(z)) + τ1 ⋅ τ2W (q(z), k(z))]zLPJ(z), (3.2)
where z = pˆ′ ⋅ pˆ and PJ(z) are Legendre polynomials.1 pˆ denotes a unit vector
in the direction of p.
1In order to avoid any significant error in these calculations, we use a Gauss-Legendre
integration mesh of size 96 for z. For p and p′, we use a transformed Gauss-Legendre grid
of size 120 where the (pi,wi) points of a mesh from p = 0 to p = 2 are transformed to
pi ↦ 1000 tan(pi4 pi) , wi ↦ 1000pi4wi cos2 (pi4 pi) .
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Instead of dividing the NN potential into different operator structures as
in Eq.(3.1), it can be split up according to the LEC dependence. All terms
in the NN potential, up to N3LO, are either linear or quadratic in the LECs,
V (α) = V0 + Nα∑
i=1αiVαi +
Nα∑
i=1
Nα∑
j=1αiαjVαiαj , (3.3)
where α is the vector of LECs. This simple LEC-dependence makes the
derivatives of the NN potential, with respect to the LECs, readily available.
Furthermore, each potential term V0, Vαi and Vαiαj only needs to be calculated
once. Note that no quadratic terms exist up to and including N2LO.
So far we have only focused on the NN potential. The 3N potential also
needs to be decomposed into partial waves. This is a more involved and
computationally heavier task than for the NN potential. However, Eq. (3.3)
is valid for the 3N force too, with the explicit decomposition
V (α) = V0 + c1Vc1 + c3Vc3 + c4Vc4 + cDVcD + cEVcE , (3.4)
for the 3N force at N2LO and N3LO. Thus, the 3N partial-wave decompo-
sition only needs to be done once for V0 and each Vαi to obtain both the
potential and its derivatives. For exact expressions for the decomposition of
the N2LO and N3LO contributions to the 3N force, see Refs. [15, 16], while
Ref. [22] provides a more general description.
With the MEs and their derivatives calculated we can soon turn to the
specific methods for different observables. First, however, some general words
about how derivatives for the observables are obtained.
3.2 Automatic differentiation
In Sec. 3.1 we saw that the derivatives of the MEs with respect to the
LECs are easy to obtain. However, there are no easy expressions for the
derivatives of the observables as functions of the LECs. We need to calculate
the derivatives
∂O
(theo)
k (α)
∂αi
, ∀k, i
∂2O
(theo)
k (α)
∂αi∂αj
, ∀k, i, j, (3.5)
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where k runs over a set of observables. One way of obtaining these is to
approximate the derivatives with finite differences. This can be achieved
using M evaluations in the vicinity of a point αn, then by taking the correct
linear combinations of the computed values, it is possible to single out one
derivative or second derivative at a time, while all other derivatives up to a
chosen order D are zero.
This method, however, is prone to large numerical errors since differences
of large, almost equal, numbers are computed. It will also be very sensitive to
the distances between the points, the step size. Apart from these numerical
problems, it is also a computationally expensive method. For D = 2 and
26 parameters one finds that M = 377. In practice it would probably be
necessary to use D = 3 to achieve a reasonable accuracy, which results in
M = 3653. For these reasons it is not feasible to use finite difference to obtain
accurate results.
Another method, which is computationally superior, is forward-mode
automatic differentiation (AD). A computer implementation for calculating
O
(theo)
k (α) will consist of a long chain of simple mathematical operations (for
example addition and multiplication), elementary functions (such as sin and
exp), or matrix operations. All of these have well defined derivatives, so
applying the chain rule all the way from the initialization of the parameters
to the observable value, will give us the desired derivatives.
Consider for example the LO calculation of the observable O(theo)k (2, 1),
where O(theo)k (C˜1S0 , C˜3S1) = C˜1S0C˜3S1 + exp(2C˜1S0 + C˜3S1), together with the
partial derivative with respect to C˜1S0 . For clarity, we here use the generic
notation f(x, y) = xy + exp(2x + y), and f ′(x, y) for the partial derivative with
respect to x. We have
f(x, y) , f ′(x, y)
x = 2 , x′ = 1
y = 1 , y′ = 0
a = xy = 2 , a′ = x′y + xy′ = 1
b = exp(2x + y) = exp(5) , b′ = exp(2x + y)(2x′ + y′) = 2 exp(5)
f(2, 1) = a + b = 2 + exp(5) , f ′(2, 1) = a′ + b′ = 1 + 2 exp(5).
(3.6)
In this way, we get machine-precise derivatives, which is a much higher
precision than what finite differences would produce. This can be seen clearly
in Fig. 3.1, where also the dependence on the step size for the finite difference
method is evident.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between calculation of first and second derivatives using
finite differences (third order) with different step sizes (filled lines) and automatic
differentiation (dashed lines). The calculation is done in a minimum where the
first derivatives should be approximately zero. Due to cancellation effects the finite
difference method can not obtain the low values of the derivatives for any step size.
For more details see the text.
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To implement forward-mode AD in our code, we use Rapsodia [23] in
Fortran. Rapsodia uses derived types with operator overloading and provides
overloaded versions of all elementary functions. All real- and complex-valued
variables are changed to the corresponding Rapsodia type, and we can then
extract the derivatives of the calculated observables. Internally, Rapsodia
calculates the derivatives with respect to fixed directions di in the LEC
parameter space. A direction is a linear combination of LECs, di = ∑jDijαj.
The derivatives with respect to di are then converted to derivatives of the
LECs. This method makes it possible to extract also the mixed second
derivatives with respect to the LECs.
For the calculation of first- and second-order derivatives of the LECs, the
number of directions needed is
N (ord=2) = (Nα(Nα + 1)
2
) (3.7)
which results in N = 351 directions for 26 parameters, i.e. 702 extra values
are calculated (first- and second derivatives). In our case, this method is
still much faster than numerical differentiation for a number of reasons.
All calculations that do not depend on the LECs are performed only once,
compared to finite difference that would need to do all calculations several
times. Also, as seen in Eq. (3.3), all LECs enter only linearly or quadratically
in the matrix elements. Therefore, we immediately have the derivatives
with respect to the LECs and do not need to use Rapsodia. Therefore,
the only workhorses in our calculations are the matrix inversions needed for
the computation of NN scattering observables and the solving and setup of
the eigenvalue problem in NCSM, which will be covered in more details in
Secs. 3.3 and 3.5.
3.3 Nucleon-nucleon elastic scattering
NN elastic scattering observables are calculated from the scattering matrix
M [24, 25]. Just like the potential this can be decomposed into partial waves,
which is most conveniently done in the singlet-triplet representation of the
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scattering matrix,
Ms
′s
m′m(p, θ, φ) = ∑
J,L,L′(−1)s−s′iL−L′(2J + 1)√4pi(2L + 1)Y L′m−m′(θ, φ)
⋅ ( L′ s′ J
m −m′ m′ −m)(L s J0 m −m) ⟨L′, s′∣SJ − 1 ∣L, s⟩2ip ,
(3.8)
where the big parentheses are Wigner 3j-symbols and s (s′) and m (m′)
are initial (final) total spin and spin projection respectively. For a fixed
p the M-matrix will be a 4 × 4 matrix with the basis states s = 0,m = 0
and s = 1,m = −1, 0, 1. SJ is the 4 × 4 S-matrix [22] for total angular
momentum J . Both the scattering matrix M and the S-matrix satisfy time
reversal invariance and parity conservation. Therefore, the S-matrix will be
symmetric and only matrix elements with ∣L − L′∣ = 0, 2 will be non-zero,
leaving only six independent quantities. We parametrize these using the
Stapp phase shifts [26]. This gives
SJL=J±1 = ( e2iδJ−1,J cos(2J) iei(δJ−1,J+δJ+1,J) sin(2J)iei(δJ−1,J+δJ+1,J) sin(2J) e2iδJ+1,J cos(2J) ) (3.9)
for the coupled triplet channel, and
SJL=J = ( e2iδJ cos(2γJ) iei(δJ+δJ,J) sin(2γJ)iei(δJ+δJ,J) sin(2γJ) e2iδJ,J cos(2γJ) ) (3.10)
for the (coupled) singlet-triplet channel. The phase shifts J and γJ are called
mixing angles.
The scattering matrix can similarly be parametrized by six quantities.
We use the Saclay parametrization of the M-matrix [24] with the complex
amplitudes a to f to express the observables,
M(q,k) =1
2
{(a + b) + (a − b)(σ1 ⋅ q̂ × k)(σ2 ⋅ q̂ × k)+ (c + d)(σ1 ⋅ qˆ)(σ2 ⋅ qˆ) + (c − d)(σ1 ⋅ kˆ)(σ2 ⋅ kˆ)− e(σ1 +σ2) ⋅ q̂ × k − f(σ1 −σ2) ⋅ q̂ × k},
(3.11)
where q ≡ p′ − p is the momentum transfer and k ≡ (p′ − p)/2 is the
average momentum. σ1 and σ2 are the spin operators for nucleon 1 and
2, respectively. The amplitudes a to f are related to the singlet-triplet
representation through linear combinations [25]. For scattering of identical
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particles, as in proton-proton scattering, the mixing angles γJ and the
amplitude f will be zero.
Expressions for the different scattering observables as functions of the
Saclay parameters can be found in Ref. [24] for identical particles and in
Ref. [25] for the more general case of non-identical particles.
The Stapp phase shifts for scattering momentum ps are calculated from
the matrix elements of the free reaction matrix R [2, 22, 27]. It is closely
related to the transition matrix T . In a partial-wave momentum-basis, R is
determined from a Lippmann-Schwinger-like matrix equation,
R = V − V ZR. (3.12)
V is the partial-wave decomposed potential and Z is a diagonal matrix
depending on the scattering momentum ps.
The infinite sums in Eq. (3.8) are truncated by an imposed upper limit
Lmax for the angular momenta. The nuclear potential, which is relatively
short ranged, only needs Lmax = 35 to obtain converged results. The long-
range electro-magnetic effects, however, need a much higher Lmax. Since
this part of the interaction is independent of all LECs, it is only calculated
once. Therefore, we separate the calculation of the short- and long-range
contributions to the scattering matrix M . The methods for this will be
discussed in the next Section.
3.3.1 Electro-magnetic effects
There are two computational issues with the long-range electro-magnetic
contributions. The first is that they are difficult to include at all when using
a partial-wave momentum basis, and the second is that they need terms with
very high L to converge.
To handle this, the S-matrix is split into different parts using the relation
δV1+V2 = δV1 + δV1V1+V2 (3.13)
where δWV is the phase shift of the solution of potential V relative to the phase
shift of the solution of potential W and the short-hand notation δV means
relative to a free wave. Thus, the equation above states that the phase shift
of the total potential (V1 + V2) relative to a free wave is the phase shift of
V1 relative to a free wave plus the phase shift of the total potential relative
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to V1. In the coupled channels this translates to a relationship between S-
matrices [14],
SV1+V2 = (SV1) 12 SV1V1+V2 (SV1) 12 . (3.14)
In np scattering the only long-range interaction is the magnetic moment.
The total S-matrix is SMM+N where N stands for the chiral potential. This is
decomposed to
SMM+N = (SMM) 12 SMMMM+N (SMM) 12 . (3.15)
The factor S − 1 in the M-matrix expression, Eq. (3.8), is then rewritten to
SMM+N − 1 =(SMM − 1) + (SMM) 12 (SMMMM+N − 1) (SMM) 12 (3.16)
leading to
M =MMM +MN. (3.17)
Since the effect of the magnetic moment interaction is rather small [14], we
use the approximation
(SMM) 12 (SMMMM+N − 1) (SMM) 12 ≈ (SN − 1). (3.18)
The advantage of separating the scattering matrix contribution is that MMM
is independent of LECs and can be calculated analytically [14].
For pp scattering it is a bit more involved, since there are more long-range
effects, see Eq. (2.12). The splitting of SEM+N − 1 will be
SEM+N − 1 = {SC1 − 1} + (SC1) 12 {SC1C1+C2 − 1} (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 {SC1+C2C1+C2+VP − 1} (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1+C2C1+C2+VP) 12 {SC1+C2+VPEM − 1}⋅ (SC1+C2C1+C2+VP) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1+C2C1+C2+VP) 12 (SC1+C2+VPEM ) 12 {SEMEM+N − 1}⋅ (SC1+C2+VPEM ) 12 (SC1+C2C1+C2+VP) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1) 12 .
(3.19)
All EM amplitudes and S matrices are calculated in Coulomb distorted-wave
Born approximation (CDWBA), i.e relative to the Coulomb potential. This
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is a justified approximation since the C2, VP and MM phase shifts are small
and therefore have little interference with each other [14]. As in the np case
the magnetic moment is not included in the amplitude involving the chiral
potential. These approximations lead to
SEM+N − 1 ≈{SC1 − 1} + (SC1) 12 {SC1C1+C2 − 1} (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 {SC1C1+VP − 1} (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 {SC1C1+MM − 1} (SC1) 12+ (SC1) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1C1+VP) 12 {SC1+C2+VPC1+C2+VP+N − 1}⋅ (SC1C1+VP) 12 (SC1C1+C2) 12 (SC1) 12 .
(3.20)
Then the scattering amplitude can be written as
M =MC1 +MC2 +M (CDWBA)VP +M (CDWBA)MM +MN. (3.21)
The Coulomb phase shifts σL, the C2 phase shifts ρL and their corresponding
amplitudes have all been worked out and we use the expressions from Stoks
et al. [28]. The amplitude MC2 is calculated using the limit L(C2)max = 1000.
We calculate the vacuum polarization phase shifts in CDWBA, τL, using
the variable phase method [29]. The values we obtain agree with the ones
presented by Bergervoet et al. [30]. The vacuum polarization amplitude
is calculated using the approximation derived by Durand [13] including
terms up to and including the first order in the expansion parameter
X ≡ 4m2e/(TlabMp(1 − cos(θc.m.))) where me is the electron mass and θc.m. is
the scattering angle. X ≲ 0.031 for the scattering data we use (see Sec. 3.3.4).
The magnetic moment amplitude is given by Stoks2 [14]. The non-analytical
part of the amplitude is calculated using L(MM)max = 1000. In all waves except
1S0 we do the approximation
SC1+C2+VPC1+C2+VP+N ≈ SC1C1+C2+VP+N (3.22)
In 1S0, where the magnetic moment interaction is zero, we can write the
2Note that Eq. (24) in Ref. [14] has an extra minus and in Eq. (25) it should be ∣ sin(θ)∣.
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phase shift as
δC1+C2+VP+N = δC1 + δC1C1+C2+VP+N= δC1 + δC1C1+C2 + δC1+C2C1+C2+VP + δC1+C2+VPC1+C2+VP+N≈ δC1 + δC1C1+C2 + δC1C1+VP + δC1+C2+VPC1+C2+VP+NÔ⇒ δC1+C2+VPC1+C2+VP+N ≈ δC1C1+N + (δC1C1+C2+VP+N − δC1C1+N) − δC1C1+C2 − δC1C1+VP≡ δC1C1+N + ∆˜0 − ρ0 − τ0
(3.23)
where ∆˜0 is calculated by interpolating between the values tabulated by
Bergervoet et al. [30]. In principle ∆˜0 is dependent on the chiral interaction,
but the dependence was seen to be very small [30].
Thus, all pp phase shifts we calculate are in CDWBA. Due to the long
range of the Coulomb potential it is difficult to directly obtain the phase-
shifts of the potential. Therefore we use Vincent-Phatak matching [31]. The
idea is to split the total potential V into a short-range potential Vs and a
long-range part Vl,
V = Vsθ(Rc − r) + Vlθ(r −Rc), (3.24)
where Rc is a distance chosen such that Vl ≈ VC1. The phase-shifts δs of Vs
can be obtained directly using the R-matrix approach. The full phase-shifts
δC1V +C1 are then obtained by matching the asymptotic behavior of the wave
function to the Coulomb wave functions.
3.3.2 Derivatives of the R-matrix elements
Most of the calculations needed to obtain the scattering observables are easily
adopted to AD to obtain derivatives. The only exception is the R-matrix
calculation, which is more efficiently done using explicit formulas. In matrix-
form, the LS equation for the R-matrix is (c.f. Eq. (3.12))
R = V − V ZR Ô⇒ (I + V Z)R = V, (3.25)
where I is the identity matrix. The above equation can be solved by doing
an LU factorization of the matrix I +V Z. Derivatives of R with respect to an
LEC αx, denoted Rαx , is then obtained by direct differentiation of the above
equation,
VαxZR + (I + V Z)Rαx = VαxÔ⇒ (I + V Z)Rαx = Vαx(I −ZR). (3.26)
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Thus, the same LU factorization which has already been computed can be
used to obtain the derivatives also, making the calculations very efficient.
The second derivatives are obtained in the same way by applying another
derivative,
(I + V Z)Rαxαy = Vαxαy(I −ZR) − VαxZRαy − VαyZRαx . (3.27)
3.3.3 Method error
One source of method uncertainties for the calculation of NN scattering
observables is the truncations in Lmax. Since the calculations of scattering
observables are relatively fast, we could choose Lmax values large enough
that the method uncertainty due to the truncation is much smaller than
other sources of uncertainty. Therefore this method error is ignored.
There are, however, more sources of uncertainty. In the inclusion of
the long-range EM effects we made a number of approximations. These
approximations have all been shown to be small enough that they can be
ignored, which is what we do here. See Sec. 3.3.1 for references. However,
with new, more exact experimental data and improved accuracy in the
theoretical calculations it might be worthwhile to check the accuracy of these
approximations again.
We now have a method to calculate any NN elastic scattering observable
with known method uncertainties. To compare the theoretical results with
experiment, we need experimental data points.
3.3.4 Experimental data
Experimental scattering data is usually measured either at several scattering
angles or several energies in the same experiment. For some of these
experiments, a common normalization Cexpr ≈ 1 with uncertainty σC is
given by the experimenter together with the Nd experimental values O(expr)d .
To account for the common normalization of the data, a parameter C
is introduced, called a normalization constant, which is determined by
minimizing the sum
(C − 1
σC
)2 + Nd∑
d=1
⎛⎝CO
(theo)
d (α) −O(expr)d
σd,total
⎞⎠
2
, (3.28)
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for a fixed set of LECs α. The value of C which minimizes this sum, is
C = 1σ2C +∑Ndd=1 O
(theo)
d
O
(exp)
d
(α)
σ2
d,total
1
σ2C
+∑Ndd=1 (O(theo)d (α))2σ2
d,total
(3.29)
Some of these datasets are floated, meaning that the value of the constant C
is unconstrained. In these cases, the (C − 1)2/σ2C term is excluded.
We employ the SM99 database [32] (see Refs. [2, 28, 33] for more details)
which consists of 2932 pp data and 3058 np data (including normalization
data) up to Tlab = 350 MeV. Since our theoretical calculations are for elastic
scattering, we only consider data up to Tlab = 290 MeV, which is around the
pion production threshold. This means we have N (pp)data = 2045 and N (np)data = 2400
including normalization data. The number of normalization constants are
N
(pp)
norm = 124 and N (np)norm = 148. The number of degrees of freedom in the
datasets are N (pp)dof ≡ N (pp)data −N (pp)norm = 1921 and N (np)dof = 2252.
Instead of using experimental data to fit the LECs, the phase shifts,
defined in Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10) can be used. Phase shift values have been
obtained in various analyses, see e.g. Refs. [3, 28]. The benefit of using
phase shifts is that they are easier to calculate than the observables and
they will decouple most of the NN contact LECs from each other as these
only affect one partial wave each. However, since the phase shifts are not
real observables it is not possible to assign well-founded uncertainties to the
phase shifts. Therefore, a fit to experimental data should be done, which is
what we do in this Thesis. A fit to phase shifts can, however, provide good
starting points for the subsequent fit to data.
The SM99 database contains no nn data, which means there is no two-
body data to constrain the nn part of the interaction. This is remedied by
the use of the effective range expansion, which will be described next.
3.4 Effective range parameters
The effective range expansion (ERE) is a parametrization of low-energy
phase-shifts [34]. It is most common for the S-waves, where the ERE
parameters can be directly compared to experimental data. Since there is no
nn scattering data available, the nn ERE parameters are useful quantities to
use to constrain the nn part of the interaction, more precisely the LEC C˜nn1S0 .
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The nn ERE parameters can be obtained from e.g. the 2H(pi−, nγ)n capture
reaction [35–37]. The other ERE parameters are also useful to calculate to
compare to experiment.
The exact form of the ERE depends on which long-range electro-magnetic
effects that are included. It can be expressed in the general form
A(p) +B(p)p cot(δLRLR+N) = −1a + 12r2p2 +O(p4). (3.30)
where LR stands for the long-range part. For nn and np scattering there is no
long-range electro-magnetic potential, which gives A(p) = 0 and B(p) = 1 [34].
The corresponding ERE parameters are denoted aNnn, aNnp, rNnn and rNnp, where
the N denotes that only the nuclear interaction is included.
When calculating ERE parameters for pp scattering, we include the
Coulomb interaction, which means that δLRLR+N = δC1C1+N . In this case, A(p)
and B(p) are given by [30, 34]
A(p) = AC(p) = 2pη′ (Re[Ψ(1 + iη′)] − log(η′)) (3.31)
B(p) = BC(p) = 2piη′exp(2piη′) − 1 (3.32)
η′ = α
2p
M2p + 2p2√
M2p + p2 , (3.33)
where Ψ(z) is the digamma function and η′ the relativistic Coulomb
parameter. These ERE parameters are denoted aCpp and rCpp.
The ERE is linear as a function of p2 for low p. The ERE parameters
are therefore determined using a linear least-squares fit to 20 equally-spaced
phase shifts in the range Tlab = 10 − 100 keV. This is exact enough that
the method error for these observables is negligible compared to other
uncertainties.
The experimental values and uncertainties for the ERE parameters are
presented in Tab. 3.1.
Instead of using the ERE parameters in the nn channel to constrain the
nn part of the interaction, it is possible to use bound-state properties of 3H.
The bound-state properties will be discussed next.
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Table 3.1: Experimental values and errors for the effective range expansion (ERE)
parameters (in fm). The superscript N denotes that it is ERE parameters for the
nuclear interaction only, while C denotes that the Coulomb interaction is included.
Experiment Reference
aNnn −18.95(40) [4]
aNnp −23.7148(43) [38]
aCpp −7.8196(26) [30]
rNnn 2.75(11) [4]
rNnp 2.750(62) [38]
rCpp 2.790(14) [30]
3.5 Bound-state properties
In addition to scattering observables we calculate binding energies and radii
for 2H (deuteron), 3H (triton), 3He (helion) and the 4He (alpha particle).
We also compare the quadrupole moment of the deuteron, Q(2H), and the
comparative half-life of triton, fT1/2(3H). In our fitting procedure, the bound-
state observables for A > 2 are the only data that can constrain the LECs cD
and cE in the 3N force.
These observables are calculated using the no-core shell model (NCSM)
in a harmonic-oscillator (HO) basis using relative coordinates [39]. The
binding energies and wave functions are obtained directly from the eigenvalue
problem H ∣Ψn⟩ = En ∣Ψn⟩, which is solved using exact diagonalization with the
LAPACK library [40].
The potential V in an HO basis is obtained from the partial-wave mo-
mentum-basis through a linear transformation. This is an integration of
the potential MEs together with HO basis functions. These basis functions
depend on a chosen oscillator frequency h̵ω. The HO basis is truncated by
an upper limit Nmax on the allowed HO excitation level. If Nmax → ∞ then
the results would be independent on h̵ω. However, for finite Nmax a good
choice of the oscillator frequency will yield faster convergence as a function
of Nmax. In our calculations, we use h̵ω = 36 MeV and N (3)max = 40 for three-body
calculations and N (4)max = 20 for four-body calculations.
The experimentally measured charge mean-squared radius is related to
the theoretically calculated point-proton mean-squared radius through the
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relation [41]
r2pt-p = r2ch − r2p − NZ r2n − r2DF −∆r2, (3.34)
where r2p (r2n) is the proton (neutron) charge mean-squared radius and Z
(N) is the proton (neutron) number. We use rp = 0.8783(86) fm and r2n =−0.1149(27) fm2 [42]. The term r2DF ≡ 34M2N is the Darwin-Foldy correction [43].
The last term in Eq. (3.34) allows possible further corrections coming from
two-body currents and relativistic corrections. We do not include such
corrections, i.e. we use ∆r2 = 0.
The electric quadrupole moment calculated from the wave function, just
like the radius, needs to be corrected with two-body currents and relativistic
corrections in order to be able to compare with experimental data. However,
we do not know the size of these corrections. The calculated quadrupole
moment for the deuteron is usually too low compared to experiment [4] so
we choose to fit against the value obtained by Entem and Machleidts CD-
Bonn potential, Qd = 0.27 [4], with an error of 4%. This error is roughly the
discrepancy between the calculated and the experimental value.
The comparative half-life of triton is calculated from [44]
⟨EA1 ⟩ ≡ ∣⟨3He∥EA1 ∥3H⟩∣, (3.35)
the reduced matrix element for the J = 1 electric multiple of the axial-vector
current. This is related to the comparative half-life of triton determined to be
fT1/2 = 1129.6±3 s [45], leading to the empirical value ⟨EA1 ⟩ = 0.6848±0.0011 [44].
3.5.1 Method error
In the calculation of bound-state properties with the NCSM, we have a
truncation error due to Nmax that for some observables are comparative
or larger than the experimental error. Therefore, we have estimated the
truncation error by doing an extrapolation in N for a few potentials, resulting
in the adopted method error σmethod. The obtained errors together with
experimental values and errors for all bound-state observables are presented
in Tab. 3.2. In particular, the binding energies have very small experimental
uncertainties, resulting in the method error being completely dominating.
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Table 3.2: Experimental values and errors for ground-state binding energies (in
MeV) and radii (in fm). The quadrupole moment (Q(2H)) of the deuteron is
given in fm2. E1A(3H) is a reduced transition matrix element directly related to the
comparative half life.
Experiment Reference σexp+method
E(2H) −2.22456627(46) [19] 0.47 × 10−6
E(3H) −8.4817987(25) [19] 3.3 × 10−3
E(3He) −7.7179898(24) [19] 3.8 × 10−3
E(4He) −28.2956099(11) [19] 6.5 × 10−3
rpt-p(2H) 1.97559(78)a [42, 46] 0.78 × 10−3
rpt-p(3H) 1.587(41) [42] 0.041
rpt-p(3He) 1.7659(54) [42] 0.013
rpt-p(4He) 1.4552(62) [42] 7.1 × 10−3
Q(2H) 0.27(1)b 0.01
E1A(3H) 0.6848(11) [44] 1.1 × 10−3
a The experimental value is r2d − r2p, we still use the value of r2n from ref. [42]
b This is not an experimental value, see the text for details.
3.5.2 Derivatives of wave functions and observables
To obtain the binding energies and wave functions from the Hamiltonian,
we solved the eigenvalue problem H ∣Ψn⟩ = En ∣Ψn⟩. Since H is real and
symmetric, this results in a decomposition HU = UE , with UTU = I, where
column n of U is the wave function ∣Ψn⟩ and the element Enn of the diagonal
matrix E is the energy En.
Applying AD to the diagonalization directly is not practical. Therefore,
we use explicit formulas for the derivatives of the energies and wave functions
with respect to the LECs. The computation of the derivatives requires that
all energy eigenvalues are distinct [47], which is the case. The condition
UTU = I were I is the identity matrix ensures that that the eigenvectors
are orthogonal and normalized to 1. Differentiation with respect to LEC αx
(denoted Hαx) yieldsHαxU +HUαx = UαxE +UEαxÔ⇒ UTHαxU = Eαx +UTUαxE − EUTUαx = Eαx +∆E ○ (UTUαx)(∆E)nm ≡ Em −En, (3.36)
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where ○ denotes the Hadamard (element-wise) multiplication of two matrices.
Clearly, the first term on the right hand side (Eαx) is diagonal and the other
term is zero on the diagonal. Therefore, the derivatives of the energies are
the diagonal elements of the matrix on the left hand side,
∂En
∂αx
= (UTHαxU)nn = ⟨Ψn∣Hαx ∣Ψn⟩ . (3.37)
Now we need to solve for Uαx in Eq. (3.36). We cannot immediately take the
Hadamard product with the element wise inverse of ∆E due to the diagonal,
which is zero. Since all eigenvalues are distinct, ∆E is zero only on the
diagonal. From the normalization condition UTU = I we get the diagonal
elements of UTUαx ,
Iαx,nn = (UTU)αx,nn = (UTαxU)nn + (UTUαx)nn= (UTUαx)Tnn + (UTUαx)nn = 2(UTUαx)nn = 0 (3.38)
Since the diagonal of UTUαx is zero, we can take the Hadamard product with
the matrix F , defined as
Fnm = ⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩0 for n =m((∆E)nm)−1 for n ≠m, (3.39)
in Eq. (3.36) to obtain
F ○ (UTHαxU) = UTUxÔ⇒ Uαx = U(F ○ (UTHαxU))Ô⇒ ∂
∂αx
∣Ψn⟩ = ∑
m≠0
⟨Ψm∣Hαx ∣Ψn⟩
En −Em ∣Ψm⟩ .
(3.40)
Here we see explicitly why it is important that all energies are distinct when
using these expressions for the derivatives. The second derivatives are then
obtained by simply applying a second derivative to Eqs. (3.37) and (3.40).
3.6 Pion-nucleon scattering
We also calculate pion-nucleon scattering observables. For experimental
values, we employ the database used by the Washington Institute group [48],
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here referred to as the WI08 database. We calculate observables up to
the lab kinetic energy 70 MeV. This results in N (piN)data = 1347 data including
normalization data and N (piN)norm = 110 [18]. The data consists mainly of
differential cross sections and some singly-polarized differential cross sections
for the processes
pi± + p→ pi± + p and
pi− + p→ pi0 + n.
These observables are calculated from the amplitudes f and g. For a
description of how the piN amplitudes are constructed, see Ref. [18] and for a
more detailed description of the strong and EM amplitudes see Refs [49–53].
Since χEFT is a low-energy theory, we need low-energy data to constrain
it. However, the lowest lab energy present in the WI08 database is Tlab =
10.6 MeV. This means that the lower order potentials will not be able to
accurately describe any of the data in the database. For this reason, we have
chosen to include all terms up to and including ν = 4 when calculating piN
observables. This will include all ci, di and ei LECs, in total 13 LECs that
affect the piN scattering. The fitting of these LECs and the NN contact LECs
to the data described in this Chapter is presented next.
Also for the piN scattering we include enough partial waves so that the
estimated method uncertainty is so small that it can be neglected.
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Chapter 4
Optimization
In Ch. 2 we defined the model, χEFT. As stressed also in the introduction,
we saw that using the same low-energy effective theory it is possible to
describe piN, NN and few-nucleon processes. The methods to calculate such
observables were described in Ch. 3. To make actual predictions using the
model and methods presented, we first need to assign values to the LECs.
The LECs parametrize all interactions that obey the underlying symmetries.
Although the theory does not provide definite values for the LECs, it does
provide an expected order of magnitude for each LEC. This will be discussed
in Sec. 4.1.
In order to constrain the values of the LECs further, a fit to data is done.
The idea is to select a set of experimentally determined observables, O(expr)k ,
and compare them to what the theory predicts, O(theo)k (α), for given values
of the LECs, represented by the vector α. The LEC values that result in
the best agreement between the model and the data, denoted by α∗, is then
chosen to define the interaction. This statement will be made more precise
in Sec. 4.2 where the χ2-function is introduced.
In Sec. 4.3 the methods used to minimize the χ2-function are presented.
In Secs. 4.4 and 4.5 the resulting statistical analysis is presented, leading to
the statistical uncertainties in the calculated observables. Finally, in Sec. 4.6
correlations for LECs and observables are discussed.
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4.1 A priori knowledge of the LECs
Already in the model it is implicitly assumed that the values of the LECs
are of natural size, in order for the power counting to be correct. Otherwise
terms at a given order would be too large or too small. LECs can be assumed
to be natural if they are of the sizes [5, 15, 17]
C˜x ∼ 4pi
F 2pi
≈ 0.15 × 104 GeV−2
Cx ∼ 4pi
F 2piΛ2
≈ 0.59 × 104 GeV−4
Dx ∼ 4pi
F 2piΛ4
≈ 2.4 × 104 GeV−6
cx ∼ 12MN ≈ 0.53 GeV−1
dx ∼ 14M2N ≈ 0.28 GeV−2
ex ∼ 18M3N ≈ 0.15 GeV−3
cD,E ∼ 1.
(4.1)
In the numerical approximations, Λ = 500 MeV was used just as in the
regulator function that we employ. When fitting the model to the data we
therefore mainly search within two orders of magnitude from these values.
The resulting LECs should be of the magnitudes specified in Eq. (4.1),
otherwise there might be some wrong assumptions concerning the validity
of the χEFT model.
Since each additional contribution from higher orders should only be
a small correction for low-energy observables, the values of LECs are not
expected to change significantly from order to order.
Furthermore, the nuclear interaction is expected to have an approximate
Wigner SU(4) symmetry due to the large scattering lengths in the S-
waves [54]. Therefore, the two LO LECs should be of about the same size,
C˜1S0 ≈ C˜3S1 . If this is not obtained in the fit to data it is a sign that it might
be an erroneous minimum.
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4.2 The χ2-function
A common method to use for parameter optimization, which we also use here,
is to do a least-squares minimization. This means that the sum of squared
residuals, the χ2-function, is minimized,
χ2(α) ≡ ∑
k∈M
⎛⎝O
(theo)
k (α) −O(expr)k
σk,total
⎞⎠
2 ≡ ∑
k∈M r2k(α), (4.2)
where M is a set of fitting observables, which is a subset of the observables
presented in Secs. 3.3, 3.4, 3.5 and 3.6. The total error of an observable,
σk,total is defined as the quadratic sum of the uncertainties in the theoretical
value and in the experimental value,
σ2k,total = σ2k,expr + σ2k,theo = σ2k,expr + σ2k,numerical + σ2k,method + σ2k,model. (4.3)
We have estimated all numerical errors to be much smaller than the other
sources of errors, so we ignore σ2numerical. The experimental error is given by
the experimenter together with the experimental data. The model error is
described in Sec. 2.4. The remaining observable dependent method error was
defined in Ch. 3.
Some of the benefits of this type of least-squares minimization is that (i)
uncertainties in both the experimental values and the model can be included,
(ii) data with different units and magnitudes can easily be included in the
same minimization, and (iii) it is possible to propagate the uncertainties used
in the fit to statistical uncertainties in LECs and observables together with
correlations.
If each O(theo)k (α∗) and O(expr)k can be assumed to be normally distributed,
with their associated errors as standard deviation and the exact value
O
(exact)
k as mean, then rk ∼ N (0, 1) for each k, where N (µ,σ2) is the
normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ2. If furthermore each
theoretical and experimental value can be considered independent of each
other, then χ2(α∗) will have a chi-squared distribution around the minimum
with NM −Nnorm −Nα ≡ Ndof degrees of freedom. Nnorm is the number of free
normalization constants in the scattering data as was discussed in Sec. 3.3.
The assumptions about the residuals will not be entirely satisfied for real
data and estimated model errors. In particular, if there are large systematical
errors in the theoretical calculations, the residuals are not expected to be
entirely Gaussian nor entirely independent. This is the case when the
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model uncertainty dominate the total error budget. However, this does not
invalidate the use of the χ2-function to fit the parameters, but the minimizing
parameter set α∗ will not be the maximum-likelihood estimator.
Whether χ2(α∗) is chi-squared distributed or not, a minimization of χ2(α)
can still give insight into both the model and the data [55]. It is, among other
things, possible to
• determine if the data is sufficient to constrain the model,
• compare different minimization methods,
• probe the models maximal accuracy through a statistical analysis,
• find missing physics in the model.
4.3 Minimization methods and methodology
The actual minimization of χ2(α) is a non-linear problem. This can be solved
in many ways. The methods available can be roughly divided into local
and global optimization methods. The local methods are iterative methods
starting with an initial guess α0 to successively find better parameters αn,
n = 1, 2, . . ., until a local minimum is found. Which local minimum that
is found is strongly dependent on α0. Global optimization methods does
not need starting parameters α0. Instead they search the entire allowed
parameter space to find the global minimum.
For the fitting of the LECs it has been sufficient to use local optimization
methods. The benefit of these methods is that they can efficiently and
reliably find a local minimum given a good starting point. The downside
is that extra care needs to be taken to make sure the correct local minimum
is found.
We have used three local minimization methods: POUNDerS [56], Leven-
berg-Marquardt (LM) and Newton’s method. The first two are trust region
methods whereas the last one is a line search method. All of the methods
approximate the local behavior of the χ2-function with a quadratic function.
Newton’s method does this using the first- and second-order derivatives of
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the χ2-function with respect to the LECs,
χ2(α) ≈ χ2(αn) + (α −αn)TJn + 12(α −αn)THn(α −αn) (4.4)
Jn,i ≡ ∂χ2(α)
∂αi
∣
α=αn (4.5)
Hn,ij ≡ ∂2χ2(α)
∂αi∂αj
∣
α=αn . (4.6)
If this approximation would be exact, the minimum – assuming that the
Hessian Hn is positive definite so that a minimum exists – would be given by
αn+1 = αn − γNH−1n Jn (4.7)
with γN = 1. In our non-linear problem the approximation (4.4) is not
exact, therefore a line search is done by looking for a γN ∈ ]0, 1] such that
χ2(αn+1) < χ2(αn). If Hn is positive definite the search direction will be a
descent direction making it possible to always find a suitable γN . In the case
of negative eigenvalues, then for each negative eigenvalue λ of the Hessian we
do the modification λ → −λ/2 prior to the line search to make sure we move
in a descent direction.
The LM minimization method also needs the Hessian Hn in every step.
It obtains an approximation H˜n of Hn without second derivatives by using
the fact that it is a χ2-function that is minimized,
∂2χ2(α)
∂αi∂αj
= ∑
k∈M
∂2r2k
∂αi∂αj
≈ ∑
k∈M 2
∂rk
∂αi
∂rk
∂αj
. (4.8)
The omitted term is a sum over the residuals rk scaled with their second
derivatives. Since the rk are expected to be approximately normally
distributed, with zero mean, the sum should be close to zero. Then αn+1
is obtained using a trust-region parameter γLM ,
αn+1 = αn − (H˜n + 2γLMI)−1Jn. (4.9)
This is similar to Eq. (4.7), with the most important difference being that the
trust-region parameter γLM also changes the search direction to account for
the limited region at which the quadratic model applies. γLM = 0 means
that the quadratic model is expected to be a good approximation. For
large γLM the direction will be closer to deepest descent. We have used
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the implementation of the LM method provided by the GNU Scientific
Library [57].
POUNDerS is a derivative-free method. It builds a quadratic approxima-
tion from several nearby χ2-function evaluations and uses a trust region that
defines where the approximation is assumed to be valid. The main benefit is
that no derivative information needs to be calculated. Furthermore, noise in
the χ2-function will be smoothed out by the quadratic approximation, making
the method better at avoiding small local minima than the derivative-based
algorithms. See Ref. [56] for more details. POUNDerS is included in the
TAO package [58] of optimization routines.
Since all of these methods are local, we need to make sure the minimum
that is found is not just a local minimum. Therefore extensive searches were
made in the parameter space to make sure all feasible minima were found.
Feasible here means all minima that have a similar χ2 value as the global
minimum and obeys the physical constraints presented in Sec. 4.1. If several
feasible minima are found, this indicates that more experimental data need
to be included in the optimization set M in order to distinguish between the
minima.
At LO the optimization only includes two chiral parameters, which makes
it easy to find the optimal parameters. In this case it is possible to map out
the χ2-surface, in effect performing a global minimization. This is shown in
Ch. 5. At NLO we start with a phase-shift minimization (see Sec. 3.3) to
obtain good starting points for the minimization with scattering data. At
N2LO we also do a phase-shift minimization first for the NN phase shifts. The
piN sector is more well behaved so there we could start with a minimization
against scattering data immediately. A optimization at N3LO would be
performed in a similar fashion as for N2LO, but no such results will be
presented in this work.
When we have found α∗ and the derivatives of χ2(α∗) with respect to
the LECs, we are in a position to determine the statistical errors of the
observables. This will be described in the following Section.
4.4 Statistical errors
Once the parameter set α∗ that minimizes χ2(α) is found, we can also use
the χ2-function to construct a covariance matrix, following the derivation
in Ch. 15.6 of Ref. [59]. The idea is that even though α∗ produces the
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Figure 4.1: Definition of the feasible region for LECs α∗. Given an upper limit
χ2(α∗) + ∆ for the χ2(α) function, a feasible region is obtained. This region
(illustrated here in one dimension) defines the statistical uncertainties δ for the
LECs. See text for details.
best fit to the data, slightly different values, α∗ + δ, could also give a good
description. By treating the LECs in the minimum as random variables
and making the statement “good description” more rigorous, we can define
statistical uncertainties in the LECs which can then be propagated to the
observables.
We say that all parameter sets α are feasible that satisfy
χ2(α) − χ2(α∗) ≤ ∆, (4.10)
where ∆ is some chosen tolerance, see Fig. 4.1.
Taylor expanding χ2(α) around α∗, where the first derivatives are zero,
gives
χ2(α∗ +∆α) − χ2(α∗) ≈ 12(∆α)TH(∆α) (4.11)
Hij = ∂2χ2(α)
∂αi∂αj
∣
α=α∗ . (4.12)
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The Hessian H is positive definite, since α∗ is a minimum, and it can be
decomposed into H = UDUT where the columns of U are the eigenvectors of
H and D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues of H on the diagonal. An
accurate determination of H is made possible by the use of AD (see Sec. 3.2).
Defining x ≡ UT (∆α∗), Eq. (4.10) becomes
1
2
xTDx = 1
2
Nα∑
i=1 x2iDii ≤ ∆. (4.13)
The rotated LEC vector x is α in the eigenbasis of the Hessian. They are by
construction independent random variables. Thus we get,
1
2
x2iDii ≤ ∆1 (4.14)
where ∆1 is the limit to use when considering only variations in one parameter
and keeping the others fixed. If χ2(α) would follow a chi-squared distribution
around the minimum, then x2iDii/2 will follow a chi-squared distribution
with one degree of freedom, meaning that a 1σ confidence level is given by
∆1 = 1, and xi ∼ N (0, 2/Dii). In practice, χ2(α) will not exactly be a chi-
squared distribution. This will affect what value should be used for ∆1. The
only correction we do is to normalize χ2(α) so that χ2(α∗) = Ndof, leading
to ∆1 = χ2(α∗)/Ndof. We assume normally distributed parameters as an
approximation. This results in the covariance matrix
C = 2χ2(α∗)
Ndof
H−1 (4.15)
Since ∆1 only affects C with a constant factor, correlations are unaffected by
the choice of ∆1, as long as the Taylor expansion of χ2(α) is valid.
The statistical uncertainties of the LECs are presented as σαi = √Cii.
However, since the LECs are correlated, they can not be varied inde-
pendently. The uncertainty σαi is the maximal variation, within one
standard deviation, allowed by LEC i assuming all other LECs are varied
simultaneously so as to minimize the χ2 value.
4.5 Propagated statistical errors
With the covariance matrix C we can propagate statistical errors to
observables and calculate correlations of observables and LECs. The
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covariance matrix for the LECs defines the probability distribution of
LEC values. From this a probability distribution for observables can be
obtained, from which statistical errors and correlations can be extracted. The
dependence of the observables on the LECs are usually approximated by a
Taylor expansion around the minimum α∗, which will allow for analytical
results. To calculate the covariance of two observables O(theo)a (α) and
O
(theo)
b (α) it is most convenient to use the independent parameters x defined
above, where each xi is normally distributed with zero mean.
Using a Taylor expansion to second order, and denoting the Jacobian and
Hessian with respect to the LECs, Ja and Ha respectively, we get
O(theo)a (α∗ +∆α) ≈ O(theo)a (α∗) + (∆α)TJa + 12(∆α)THa(∆α)= O(theo)a (α∗) +xTUTJa + 12xTUTHaUx≡ O(theo)a (α∗) +xT J˜a + 12xT H˜ax
(4.16)
E[O(theo)a (α∗ +∆α)] ≈ O(theo)a (α∗) + 12 ∑ij H˜a,ijE[xixj]= O(theo)a (α∗) + 12 ∑i H˜a,iiσ2xi
(4.17)
where C = UΣUT is the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix
with eigenvalues Σii ≡ σ2xi . H˜a and J˜a are the rotated Hessian and Jacobian
respectively. The calculation of the covariance between two observables is
then straight forward,
σab ≡ E[(O(theo)a (α) −E[O(theo)a (α)])(O(theo)b (α) −E[O(theo)b (α)])]≈ J˜Ta ΣJ˜b + 12(σ2)T (H˜a ○ H˜b)σ2, (4.18)
where σ2 is the diagonal of Σ. Using a linear approximation is equal to
setting Ha = Hb = 0. The variance σ2a of an observable is obtained by setting
a = b.
The linear approximation will result in the familiar Gaussian probability
distribution for the observables, since that is the probability distribution of
the LECs. This is not the case for the quadratic approximation. Although
there is still an analytical expression for the covariance (Eq. (4.18)) in this
case, no analytical expression for the probability distribution is known to us.
Therefore, this is approximated by sampling Nq LEC parameter vectors from
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the probability distribution of the LECs, which is given by the multivariate
normal distribution. These LEC vectors are then used to calculate the
observable value according to Eq. (4.16), which then results in the desired
probability distribution. Nq can be chosen very large since no full calculation
of the observables is involved, making the obtained probability distributions
very exact.
To test the validity of the quadratic approximation (4.16) of the
observables, the obtained probability distributions can be compared to a
Monte Carlo simulation. Here the observable value is recalculated using the
appropriate methods presented in Ch. 3 for Nmc sets of LECs to obtain a
probability distribution. Such a comparison will be presented in the next
Chapter.
4.6 Correlations
The correlation between two LECs or observables a and b is defined as cab =
σab/(σaσb). The correlation can have values between −1 and 1. A value of
zero means that a and b are uncorrelated, while −1 and 1 means fully anti
correlated and fully correlated, respectively. Note that this measures the
linear correlation. Therefore, it is most suitable when the observables depend
linearly on the LECs. This is the case if the statistical uncertainties are small.
As an example, probability distributions for two LECs with different amount
of correlation are shown in Fig. 4.2.
Correlations between LECs arise when observables in the objective
function depend strongly on several LECs, which is usually the case. For
example, assume we add a fictitious observable Of to our objective function,
with O(expr)f = 0, O(theo)f (α) = a − b and uncertainty σf,total. This will result
in a term ((a − b)/σf,total)2 in the objective function. Assuming that a and
b were previously uncorrelated (c = 0) the inclusion of Of will not reduce
the uncertainty in LECs a and b. It does, however, increase the correlation,
with smaller σf,total corresponding to larger cab. If we instead define the
rotated LECs x ≡ a − b and y ≡ a + b we see that x will be constrained by
Of . Thus, in this case, the linear combinations x and y more clearly shows
what directions in the LEC parameter space that are constrained by the
objective function. This is precisely the advantage of looking at the rotated
and uncorrelated LEC vector x defined in Sec. 4.4. If the inclusion of Of
results in the direction x being well constrained, then the ideal observable
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Figure 4.2: 1σ contours for two (centered) LECs a and b assuming different values
of the correlation coefficient cab = c. The correlation measures how much the values
of the LECs depend on each other. E.g. for the case c = 0.9 an increase in the value
of a will highly increase the probability that b have a larger value too. Note that
the 1σ-level for a single LEC always corresponds to the most extreme values of the
contour. This means that strong correlations does not affect the uncertainties of
the LECs but it affects the size of the feasible LEC parameter space.
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Og to include in addition, to maximally constrain the model, would depend
on the LECs like O(theo)g (α) ∼ a + b, as this is orthogonal to Of .
This analysis can give guidance in finding suitable observables needed to
constrain the interaction further. If two LECs are heavily correlated, then
an observable which anti correlates those LECs is ideally needed to constrain
the model better. Alternatively, the correlations between observables can be
used directly to see which observables can be used to decrease the statistical
uncertainty of other observables.
Note that the statistical uncertainty from the fitting is only part of
the uncertainty of the resulting predictions. However, if the statistical
uncertainties can be shown to be small, discrepancies between theory and
experiment will depend on systematical model errors. This makes it easier
to analyze the model uncertainties.
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Results
With the model and the methods described in Chs. 2 and 3 we have a
complete theory for a low-energy nuclear interaction. In Ch. 4 we showed how
such an interaction is constructed using mathematical optimization routines.
In this Chapter we will describe how the model is used and what physics
results have been obtained.
We will mainly discuss the results presented in Paper 2. Paper 1 is similar
in spirit to Paper 2, with the goal of quantifying the uncertainties in χEFT
predictions. The main difference is that we in Paper 2 have made full use of
the tools presented in detail in this Thesis.
This Chapter is structured as follows. We will begin by discussing the
choice of objective function χ2(α) in Sec. 5.1. The minimization and some
practical issues related to this are presented in Sec. 5.2. Finally, the resulting
predictions from the obtained potentials are shown in Sec. 5.3.
5.1 The objective function
The first step towards obtaining results is defining an objective function.
That is, choosing what observables that go into the χ2(α)-function. The
goal with the model is to be able to make predictions of observables that
are hard to measure experimentally, or that have not yet been measured. As
much known data should be included in the objective function as possible
to obtain the most accurate and precise results. If a good fit to all available
data is possible, this strategy should produce the least uncertainty in the
unknown observables.
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The studies in Paper 1 and 2 are only investigative. This means that we
include a subset of the known data, to see if we can reproduce other known
data that is not included in the objective function. This is a good way to
test the validity of the model and the methods.
There is another reason to sometimes exclude known data, related to
uncertainty estimation. A set of K different objective functions can be chosen
that have slightly different, but overlapping, datasets. The datasets should
still be chosen such that the model is well enough constrained. For each
objective function a set of LECs will be obtained from the fitting. The
corresponding potentials will produce slightly different predictions. This
difference can then be used to gauge the model uncertainty. See Ref. [55] for
more details. In Sec. 5.3.4 we use different objective functions to estimate
the model uncertainty of bound state properties at N2LO.
In Paper 1 we looked only at the NN part of the N2LO interaction and
used NN scattering data up to 125 MeV in the objective function. In Paper
2, we used all the tools described in this Thesis. Therefore, when fitting
the N2LO potential we could include all piN scattering data form the WI08
database up to 70 MeV, all NN scattering data from the SM99 database up
to 290 MeV, and bound-state properties for A = 2, 3 nuclei. We also included
the 3N interaction.
In Paper 2 we also performed optimizations at LO and NLO in order to
gauge the order-by-order convergence. For these potentials we did not use
any piN or A = 3 observables. The piN data was excluded since there are no
LECs at orders below N2LO that connect the piN-interaction with the NN
interaction. The 3N data was excluded since there is no 3N force below N2LO.
The 3N data could in principle be included anyway, we would only expect
a larger model error for LO and NLO compared to N2LO. However, since
we have no good estimation of the model error for bound-state properties,
the inclusion of the 3N data could negatively affect the fitting procedure. At
NLO we include the nn ERE parameters aNnn and rNnn in order to have some
data constraining the LEC C˜(nn)1S0 .
In Paper 2 we looked at two different set of potentials where we used
two different minimization schemes. In this Thesis we will only focus on the
simultaneously optimized potentials from Paper 2, called LOsim, NLOsim
and NNLOsim.
With the objective function defined, we need to fit the LECs by
minimizing the objective function value.
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5.2 Minimization of the χ2-function
Due to the iterative process of determining the model error scaling constants
CNN and CpiN, described in Sec. 2.4, the minimization of the χ2-function
is a multi-step process. The model error constants are chosen such that
χ2(x)/N (x)dof = 1 where x stands for NN and piN. Since the scattering data is the
bulk of the observables included in the objective function, the final χ2/Ndof
will always be close to 1 in the minimum.
The minimization of the χ2-function is greatly aided by having access to
the first- and second-order derivatives calculated using AD. However, there is
still a risk of finding an erroneous local minimum. At LO there are only two
parameters to fit, making it easy to find the global minimum. In that case,
with the objective function consisting of NN scattering data and deuteron
properties, it was seen that only one minimum exists, shown in Fig. 5.1(a).
For this simple case it is instructive to take a closer look at the χ2-function.
If we exclude the deuteron properties from the χ2-function, an extra
local minimum appears, which is clearly worse than the global optimum,
see Fig. 5.1(b). The two minima differ mainly in the value of C˜3S1 and the
depth of the minima. The χ2/Ndof for the global and shallow minima is 1.0
and 3.0, respectively. The two LECs are expected to have roughly the same
value due to the approximate Wigner SU(4) symmetry described in Sec. 4.1,
which favors the global minimum. Although the shallow minimum can also
be immediately discarded due to its large χ2/Ndof value, several minima is
a sign that we have not constrained the model sufficiently. In this case, the
inclusion of the deuteron properties provides the needed constraints.
The deuteron is a bound state in the coupled 3S1 − 3D1 channel. This
means that the only LEC affecting the deuteron at LO is C˜3S1 , precisely
the LEC that differs in value for the two minima. Due to the very small
error bar on the deuteron binding energy (see Tab. 3.2) the inclusion of the
deuteron properties in the objective function puts a very tight constraint on
C˜3S1 . This tight constraint is aligned almost perfectly with the previously
obtained global minimum. Thus, the values of the LECs for the LOsim
potential (see Fig. 5.1(a)) where the deuteron properties are included, match
(within the statistical uncertainties) with the ones in the global minimum
shown in Fig. 5.1(b).
To conclude, the inclusion of the deuteron properties removed the
unwanted local minimum and, at the same time, did not worsen the
description of the already included scattering data.
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Figure 5.1: χ2(C˜1S0 , C˜3S1) surface for the LO minimization when including
scattering data up to 290 MeV and the deuteron properties (panel (a)). When
excluding the deuteron properties, an extra, shallow, minimum appears, shown in
panel (b). The uncertainties of the LECs shown in the figure are the statistical
uncertainties. The C˜x are in units of 104 GeV−2.
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At NLO, with 11 LECs, it gets more complicated. There are several
NN contact LECs affecting the same partial-wave, implying parameter
correlations. At NLO there are two (three) LECs affecting the 1S0 (3S1−3D1)
channel. As stated in Sec. 4.3, we begin with a phase shift minimization to
find suitable starting points. The main benefit of this is that each partial
wave is fitted separately. At this stage we find two minima in the 1S0 channel
and two minima in the 3S1 − 3D1 channel. The combination of these result
in a total of four different minima. When performing the full fitting to
data using the χ2-function, we find four corresponding minima. Note that
we here include both the NN scattering data and the deuteron properties,
meaning that the deuteron properties are not enough at NLO to remove all
but one minimum. It is not surprising that the NLO potential, with more
operator structures than the LO potential, needs more experimental data to
be properly constrained.
It is interesting to note that all of the minima result in almost identical
predictions for all included A = 2 observables, see Tab. 5.1. This implies that
we cannot immediately discard any of the minima due to a large χ2/Ndof
value as in the LO case. However, due to the approximate Wigner SU(4)
symmetry, the two LO NN contact LECs should still be of roughly the same
size. Therefore, the minima NLO-2 and NLO-3 can be discarded. We are
not able to distinguish between the two remaining minima using only the
A = 2 data. We need to either look at the A = 3 observables or compare with
the LEC values obtained in the N2LO potential. Had we included the A = 3
observables in the NLO minimization, minimum 4 would stand out, as can
be seen in Tab. 5.1. Comparing the LEC values with the ones for N2LOsim
provides a confirmation that minimum 4 seems to be the correct one, as we
do not expect the values of the LECs to change too much between orders. For
these reasons, it is the minimum NLO-4 that defines the potential NLOsim.
For a more thorough discussion, see Paper 2.
At N2LO there are 15 additional LECs to fit, adding up to a total of
26 parameters. This increases the risk of finding spurious local minima.
However, since we also include the piN and A = 3 observables we have enough
diversity in the data to eliminate all spurious minima. We are left with one
minimum that defines the N2LOsim potential. This once again shows the
importance of including all this data in the objective function and performing
a simultaneous fit.
The obtained LEC values together with their statistical uncertainties are
presented in Tabs. 5.2 and 5.3. The NN LECs are in general of natural
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Table 5.1: Comparison of the different NLO minima obtained after fitting the
LECs to NN scattering data up to 290 MeV and the deuteron properties. The
minima produces almost identical predictions for A = 2 observables, but can be
seen to differ for A = 3 observables. The C˜ LECs are in units of 104 GeV−2. The
scattering χ2/Ndof shown are for data up to 125 MeV without model errors included.
E(exp)(3H) ≈ −8.48 MeV
C˜
(np)
1S0
C˜3S1 χ
2/Ndof E(2H)(MeV) E(3H)(MeV)
NLO-1 +0.81 +0.68 14 −2.22 −3.08
NLO-2 +0.81 −0.17 14 −2.22 −3.39
NLO-3 −0.15 +0.68 14 −2.22 −2.97
NLO-4 −0.15 −0.18 14 −2.22 −8.27
N2LOsim −0.15 −0.17 1.7 −2.22 −8.54a
a Here calculated without including a 3N force.
size. Most statistical uncertainties are on the order of a few percent. At
LO the LECs have very small statistical uncertainties. The reason for this
is that there will be very little correlation between the two parameters that
exist at this order. The tight constraint on the deuteron binding energy will
then directly translate to a constraint on C˜3S1 . At NLO (N2LO) there are
three (six) LECs affecting the deuteron. Therefore, the tight constraint on
the deuteron energy will result in increased correlations among these LECs
instead of very small uncertainties, see Sec. 4.6.
The piN LECs, however, have much larger uncertainties and some are
unnaturally large. Especially the piN LECs that only affect the piN data have
large uncertainties. The ex LECs are very poorly constrained by the data.
This suggests that more diverse and more accurate piN scattering data would
be needed to further constrain this part of χEFT.
As stated in Sec. 4.2, we expect the distribution of the residuals,
O
(theo)
k (α∗) −O(expr)k
σk,total
,
to approximately follow a normal distribution. This distribution of residuals
is shown in Fig. 5.2 for the N2LO potential. It is clearly not a perfect normal
distribution. The deviations are mainly due to the systematical model error.
If a systematical error dominates, many residuals will be either positive or
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Figure 5.2: The distribution of residuals in the χ2-function for the N2LOsim
potential. The residuals should be approximately normally distributed. There are
clear deviations from normality, which is due to the systematical model uncertainty.
(From Paper 2)
negative. This will cause a nonzero skewness in the distribution, which can
be seen in the Figure. Furthermore, if our assumed momentum dependence
is not entirely correct, the approximated model error might overestimate
the uncertainty in some momentum intervals and underestimate it in others.
This will cause a too sharp peak in the residual distribution. This is seen
in Fig. 5.2 and indicates that the model error would need some refining in
order for the residual distribution to be like a normal distribution.
To make sure that it is only the model error that cause deviations from
normality we can look at a subset of the residuals where the model error is
expected to be small. When we optimize the N2LO potential using instead
a maximum Tlab of 125 MeV for the NN scattering data, and considering only
the NN scattering residuals, there is no skewness and only a small excess
peak.
The correlation matrix for some of the LECs in the N2LOsim potential
is shown in Fig. 5.3. It is clear that most of the LECs are strongly correlated
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Figure 5.3: Correlation ellipses for some of the LECs in the N2LOsim potential.
There are many strong correlations between the LECs indicating that the LECs
can not be varied independently. (From paper 2)
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with each other. As was discussed already in Sec. 4.6, this is a result of many
observables depending simultaneously on several LECs. This means that a
change in one LEC must be accompanied with corresponding changes in all
other LECs to keep the χ2-value low.
Now that we have discussed the minimization, the resulting LEC values
and their properties, it is finally time to proceed to the ultimate goal:
predictions for observables with corresponding uncertainties.
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Table 5.2: NN and 3N LEC values for the simultaneously optimized LO, NLO and
N2LO potentials presented in Paper 2. The values relative to their natural sizes
(see Eq. (4.1)) are in the fourth column. The last column is the uncertainty relative
to the natural size of the LEC. The values of the C˜x are in units of 104 GeV−2, the
Cx in units of 104 GeV−4 and cD and cE are dimensionless.
LEC Value Rel. magnitude Rel. uncertainty
LO C˜1S0 −0.1076846(80) 0.73 0.0054%
LO C˜3S1 −0.0718218580(56) 0.49 3.8 × 10−6%
NLO C˜(np)1S0 −0.150623(79) 1.0 0.054%
NLO C˜(pp)1S0 −0.14891(11) 1.0 0.075%
NLO C˜(nn)1S0 −0.14991(27) 1.0 0.18%
NLO C1S0 +1.6935(83) 2.9 1.4%
NLO C˜3S1 −0.1843(16) 1.3 1.1%
NLO C3S1 −0.218(14) 0.37 2.4%
NLO C3S1−3D1 +0.264(16) 0.45 2.7%
NLO C3P0 +1.2998(85) 2.2 1.4%
NLO C1P1 +1.025(59) 1.7 10%
NLO C3P1 −0.336(10) 0.57 1.7%
NLO C3P2 −0.2029(15) 0.34 0.26%
N2LO C˜(np)1S0 −0.1474(20) 1.0 1.3%
N2LO C˜(pp)1S0 −0.1465(20) 1.0 1.3%
N2LO C˜(nn)1S0 −0.1471(20) 1.0 1.3%
N2LO C1S0 +2.548(47) 4.3 7.9%
N2LO C˜3S1 −0.1687(21) 1.1 1.5%
N2LO C3S1 +0.705(47) 1.2 8.0%
N2LO C3S1−3D1 +0.597(11) 1.0 1.9%
N2LO C3P0 +1.160(30) 2.0 5.2%
N2LO C1P1 +0.520(33) 0.88 5.6%
N2LO C3P1 −0.955(31) 1.6 5.2%
N2LO C3P2 −0.658(30) 1.1 5.1%
N2LO cD −0.324(51) 0.32 5.1%
N2LO cE −0.521(15) 0.52 1.5%
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Table 5.3: piN LECs for the simultaneously optimized N2LO potential presented in
Paper 2. For notation, see Tab. 5.2. The cx, dx and ex LECs are given in units
of GeV−1, GeV−2 and GeV−3, respectively.
LEC Value Rel. magnitude Rel. uncertainty
N2LO c1 +0.22(29) 0.42 55%
N2LO c2 +5.1(10) 9.7 200%
N2LO c3 −3.56(13) 6.7 25%
N2LO c4 +3.933(85) 7.4 16%
N2LO d1 + d2 +5.320(94) 19 33%
N2LO d3 −4.83(22) 17 79%
N2LO d5 −0.24(14) 0.83 49%
N2LO d14 − d15 −10.23(27) 36 95%
N2LO e14 −0.26(89) 1.7 590%
N2LO e15 −9.3(24) 61 1600%
N2LO e16 −0.0(41) 0.21 2700%
N2LO e17 +1.5(18) 9.9 1200%
N2LO e18 −1.2(16) 7.6 1100%
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5.3 Predictions with uncertainties
With optimized potentials at the orders LO, NLO and N2LO we will
demonstrate some results to see the quality of the potentials. See Paper
2 for additional discussions and Paper 1 for a preliminary study.
5.3.1 Scattering data
Due to the large amount of scattering data in the databases, we do not show
a comparison between theory and experiment for each data point. Instead,
we show the overall quality of the potentials for different scattering energy
intervals and also some selected scattering data.
The overall quality of the fit to NN scattering data is shown using partial
χ2-values, χ2T /N (T )dof , where T is the maximum Tlab. That is, each partial
χ2-value includes NN scattering data up to lab-scattering energy T . In
determining the size of the NN scattering model error, we required that
χ2290/N (290)dof = 1. The χ2T /N (T )dof for some values of T are shown in Fig. 5.4(a)
for the NN scattering. If our approximation of the model error was correct, we
would expect the curve to have a value around 1 for all T . However, the curve
displays some deviations from unity, which indicates that the approximation
for the model error may be too crude.
Due to the normalization to 1 at the highest energy, Fig. 5.4(a) does
not say anything about the size of the model error itself. To get a clearer
picture of how well the potentials describe the NN scattering data, Fig. 5.4(b)
shows instead the partial χ2-values without the model error included. The
NN scattering data description is significantly improved from order to order.
The low-energy data is described most accurately by the potentials, which is
to be expected since χEFT is a low-energy model.
The piN scattering data without the model error included is shown in
Fig. 5.4(c). Here the description is not better for lower energies, as not even
the lowest included data is accurately described.
Some example scattering data with model uncertainties are shown in
Fig. 5.5. The total and differential cross sections shown in Figs. 5.5(a,b)
displays a trend of increasing accuracy and decreasing model errors as the
order increases. Some piN scattering data is shown in Figs. 5.5(c,d).
The statistical uncertainties of the theoretical values turned out to be
much smaller than the model error for the scattering data. Therefore, we
have only shown the model errors in Fig. 5.5.
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Figure 5.4: Partial χ2-values for scattering data. χ2T /N (T )dof is defined as the partial
χ2-value involving only scattering data up to lab-scattering energy T for either NN
or piN data. (a) NN scattering including the model error, which is normalized to 1
at Tlab = 290 MeV. (b) NN scattering without the model error. A clear convergence
when increasing the chiral order is seen. Also an improved description as the
energy decreases. (c) piN scattering without the model error. Here the model does
not provide a better description of the data for the lower energies. (From Paper 2)
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Figure 5.5: Some example NN and piN scattering data. The colored bands show
the model errors. Panel (a) shows the total cross section for np scattering while
panels (b) to (d) show differential cross sections. (From Paper 2)
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5.3.2 Bound-state properties and ERE parameters
Apart from the scattering observables we have also computed bound-state
properties and ERE parameters. The obtained values for the LOsim,
NLOsim and N2LOsim potentials are presented in Tab. 5.4. The uncertain-
ties on the theoretical values are statistical uncertainties calculated using
the quadratic approximation described in Sec. 4.5. All values are shown with
four digits of precision.
As expected, the statistical uncertainties are small for LOsim since only
two LECs were fitted. For NLOsim and N2LOsim the statistical uncertainties
are comparable, although a bit smaller for N2LOsim in general. The
asymmetrical errors are due to the nonlinear dependence of the observables
on the LECs.
A set of observables are predictions for all potentials. These are: E(4He),
rpt-p(4He) and the ERE parameters for the np and pp systems. All of these
observables show a converging trend towards the experimental value as the
chiral order increases. For the 4He properties the statistical uncertainties
are large enough at N2LO to explain the deviation from the experimental
values. This suggests that the model error is not larger than the statistical
uncertainty in this case. However, in Sec. 5.3.4 we will see that the model
error seems to be much larger than the statistical uncertainty. For the ERE
parameters there are some discrepancies at all orders, in particular for the
precise pp ERE parameters.
The deuteron radius, rpt-p(2H), is also interesting. It is the only non-
scattering observable included in the objective function that is not correct
within one standard deviation of the combined experimental and method
uncertainty. The discrepancy is even worse at N2LO than at NLO. One
explanation to this could be that the correction term ∆r2 in Eq. (3.34) is
in fact not negligible. The contributions entering ∆r2 have been estimated
to be of the size 0.013 fm2 in Ref. [60] and 0.016 fm2 in Ref. [61], which could
explain some of the discrepancy.
5.3.3 Statistical error propagation
As mentioned in Sec. 4.5 we can compare our approximate statistical
uncertainties with a Monte Carlo sampling. Such a comparison is presented
in Fig. 5.6, where the joint probability distribution for E(4He) and rpt-p(2H)
is shown. The number of Monte Carlo samples used was Mmc = 105. The
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Figure 5.6: Joint probability distribution for E(4He) and rpt-p(2H) for the
N2LOsim potential obtained using Monte Carlo sampling. Contours are shown
using black, solid lines. Contours for the distributions obtained assuming a linear
(quadratic) dependence on the LECs are shown with blue dotted (red dashed) lines.
(From Paper 2)
contour lines for the distributions obtained using Monte Carlo sampling and
the quadratic approximation described in Sec. 4.5 align perfectly. However,
the linear approximation is seen to deviate somewhat. In the same figure
we see that the correlation coefficient c for these observables is rather small,
with a calculated value of c = 0.06.
5.3.4 Estimation of model uncertainties
For some final results we will look at an alternative estimation of the model
error. The idea, briefly mentioned in Sec. 5.1, is to construct several similar
potentials using slightly different objective functions.
With this aim, we performed six different optimizations at N2LO. The
same experimental data was used in the objective function as in N2LOsim,
except that the upper limit Tmaxlab for the included NN scattering data was
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Figure 5.7: Results for the six potentials optimized at N2LO using different upper
limits Tmaxlab for the NN scattering data included in the objective function. (a) The
NN model scaling constant CNN. (b) The total cross section σ for np scattering at
Tlab = 300 MeV. The gray band indicates the experimental value. (From Paper 2)
different for each potential. We used the limits 125, 158, 191, 224, 257 and
290 MeV for Tmaxlab . Thus, the last potential is identical to NNLOsim.
In Fig. 5.7(a) we show the model error scaling constant CNN that
determines the size of the adopted model error. It is roughly the same for all
of the different potentials.
Next we look at some predictions using these potentials. In Fig. 5.7(b) we
show the prediction for the np total cross section, σ, at a scattering energy
Tlab = 300 MeV. For this observable we can compare the variation with the
previously approximated model error. The variation between predictions
is of approximately the same size as the N2LOsim model error, while the
statistical error is significantly smaller.
This suggests that the size of the model error can be well approximated
using the range of variation. This enables us to estimate the model uncer-
tainty in bound-state observables. In Fig. 5.8(a) we show our predictions for
E(4He) together with the experimental value. This estimation of the model
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Figure 5.8: Results for the six potentials optimized at N2LO using different upper
limits Tmaxlab for the NN scattering data included in the objective function. (a) The
binding energy of 4He. (b) The binding energy of 16O. In both cases the statistical
uncertainties are much smaller than the estimation of the model error, shown with
a red band. (From Paper 2)
error suggests it is around 0.4 MeV, or 0.1 MeV/A. Just as for the scattering
observables this is significantly larger than the statistical uncertainty.
Both the Tlab = 300 MeV NN scattering cross section and the 4He
binding energy are in some sense similar to data already included in the
objective function. To see how well the N2LOsim potential performs for
heavier systems, we computed the binding energy of 16O, E(16O). These
computations were performed using the coupled cluster (CC) method, using
the so-called Λ-CCSD(T) approximation [62] with 15 major oscillator shells
and h̵ω = 22 MeV. For more details see Paper 2. To calculate the statistical
uncertainties for E(16O) we performed a Monte Carlo sampling with Nmc =
2.5 × 104 samples for each of the six potentials. A Monte Carlo sampling
was used since we have not implemented AD for the CC calculations. The
sampling was done using the doubles approximation (CCSD) with 9 major
oscillator shells.
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Results for E(16O) are shown in Fig. 5.8(b). The statistical uncertainties
are very small, a few hundred keV, compared to the variation between
potentials. The model error from the variation is estimated to around 10 MeV
or 0.6 MeV/A – considerably larger than for E(4He). The only difference
between the six potentials is the amount of high-energy NN scattering
data that is included. We still include the same piN data and bound-state
properties as in the N2LOsim potential. This suggests that it is very difficult
to make accurate predictions for heavier systems when only observables for
A ≤ 3 are included in the objective function.
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Table 5.4: Theoretical values with statistical uncertainties propagated from the
LECs. The observables shown are the ground-state energies (in MeV) and radii
(in fm) for A ≤ 4 nuclei and the 1S0 ERE parameters (in fm). For the deuteron
we also include the D-state probability D(2H) (in percent) and the quadrupole
moment Q(2H) (in fm2). Gray background indicates that the observable was
not included in the objective function making it a prediction. The error bars on
the experimental values for bound-state observables include both experimental and
method uncertainties as detailed in Tab. 3.2. (From Paper 2)
LOsim NLOsim N2LOsim Experiment Ref.
E(2H) −2.225 −2.225(+1)(−6) −2.225(+0)(−1) −2.225 Tab. 3.2
E(3H) −11.44 −8.268(+27)(−38) −8.482(+2)(−5) −8.482(3) Tab. 3.2
E(3He) −10.44 −7.528(+20)(−31) −7.718(+2)(−6) −7.718(4) Tab. 3.2
E(4He) −40.39(1) −27.44(+13)(−15) −28.26(+4)(−5) −28.30(1) Tab. 3.2
rpt-p(2H) +1.911 +1.972(+0)(−2) +1.966 +1.976(1) Tab. 3.2
rpt-p(3H) +1.292 +1.614(+2)(−3) +1.581(1) +1.587(41) Tab. 3.2
rpt-p(3He) +1.368 +1.791(3) +1.760(1) +1.766(13) Tab. 3.2
rpt-p(4He) +1.080 +1.482(+3)(−4) +1.445(2) +1.455(7) Tab. 3.2
E1A(3H) – – +0.6848(11) +0.6848(11) Tab. 3.2
D(2H) +7.809 +2.875(+85)(−82) +3.380(+46)(−45) –
Q(2H) +0.3029 +0.2589(+17)(−19) +0.2623(8) +0.270(11) Tab. 3.2
aNnn −26.04(8) −18.95(+38)(−41) −19.25(12) −18.95(40) [4]
aNnp −25.58(8) −23.60(+10)(−13) −23.84(11) −23.71 [38]
aCpp −7.579(6) −7.799(+1)(−3) −7.811(1) −7.820(3) [30]
rNnn +1.697(1) +2.752(+7)(−8) +2.794(3) +2.75(11) [4]
rNnp +1.700(1) +2.648(3) +2.686(2) +2.750(62) [38]
rCpp +1.812(1) +2.704(3) +2.758(2) +2.790(14) [30]
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Discussion and outlook
In Ch. 5 we demonstrated that we could produce chiral interactions with
good precision and increasing accuracy as the chiral order increased. We
have taken advantage of the qualities of χEFT mentioned in the introduction:
We have to some extent estimated the model uncertainties with the help of
the power counting and we have used both NN, piN and few-nucleon data to
constrain the model. In order to achieve this we have addressed and solved
several technical challenges:
• The development of a robust and efficient minimization methodology.
• The computation of precise derivatives using AD.
• Accurate calculation and propagation of statistical uncertainties.
The methods described here already open the way for many more and deeper
studies of χEFT. There are, however, still many aspects that can be improved
upon. In the following Section we will try to outline the most important
improvements and future studies that should be made.
6.1 Further improvements
The part of the theory that is most incomplete is still the estimation of the
model uncertainty. In this Thesis we have mentioned three different methods
to probe model uncertainties:
• (E1) Direct error estimates on scattering amplitudes obtained from the
χEFT truncation error. Presented in Sec. 2.4
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• (E2) Dependence of the observable values on unphysical model param-
eters such as the regulator cutoff Λ, see Ref. [5] for more details.
• (E3) Variations in observable values when using slightly different
objective functions to constrain the LECs. See Sec. 5.1.
None of these methods are complete and they only produce crude estimates of
the model uncertainties. However, already from these estimates it is possible
to get an idea of the size of the model error, see Figs. 5.5 and 5.7.
We can conclude that the resulting statistical uncertainties are much
smaller than the model error up to and including N2LO. The two estimates
of the model error investigated in this Thesis, (E1) and (E3), produce similar
sizes for the model error. Furthermore, the model error seems to increase for
heavier systems, see Fig. 5.8. Still, more well defined ways to extract the
model error is needed. One method, which shows great promise, is the use of
Bayesian tools, see Refs. [63, 64]. Also the statistical uncertainties should be
improved upon. In Sec. 4.4 we mentioned that the extraction of statistical
errors rested on the assumption of normally distributed residuals. As we
discussed in Sec. 5.2 and showed in Fig. 5.2 this is not entirely true. Another
method which might produce more accurate statistical errors in this case is
Lagrange multiplier analysis [65].
Apart from the model error estimates, improvements to the methods
would also increase the accuracy of the theory. As mentioned already
in Sec. 3.3.3 we made a number of approximations in the calculation of
NN scattering data regarding the inclusion of electro-magnetic effects that
may need improvement. The only method with a non-negligible method
uncertainty is the NCSM, which would need larger model spaces to decrease
the error.
There are many ways in which it is possible to use the methods presented
in this Thesis for χEFT-related studies. One obvious step forward is to
extend the analysis done in Paper 2 to also include N3LO.
Many new insights could be gained by performing an extended statistical
and correlation analysis of the model and the data. For example, sensitivity
analyses can determine which observables are needed to better constrain
different parts of the model, see Ref. [66] for more details. Global correlations
between observables, such as the well-known Tjon-line, can be obtained by
constructing several different potentials and studying correlations between
the predictions. As already seen in Sec. 5.3.4, different potentials can be
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constructed by varying the used objective function. Another method is to
vary model parameters such as the regulator parameter Λ.
An interesting and important extension of the work presented in this
Thesis would be to calculate other types of observables. This can further
constrain, test or falsify the model. Examples of such data could be three-
body scattering, more properties of medium-mass nuclei, and infinite nuclear
matter properties. The effect of including some medium-mass bound-state
energies and radii in the objective function has already been explored in
Ref. [67]. This showed promising results for the more accurate description of
the ground states and excited states of medium-mass nuclei and of symmetric
nuclear matter. We also saw in this Thesis and in Paper 2 that when including
only observables for three and fewer nuclei we get very large uncertainties in
heavier systems.
The estimate of the model error from using different objective functions
can be more thoroughly tested using a much larger set of potentials. This
analysis should be done for the lower chiral orders, and also for N3LO, to get
a more complete picture.
6.2 Conclusions
Although there is much that can still be done, the methods described
here have made the simultaneous optimization of NN, piN and few-nucleon
experimental data possible. This constitutes an important step forward in
the development of χEFT as a state-of-the art model for low-energy nuclear
physics.
With the continuous development of χEFT up to higher orders, more
accurate error estimates, improved methods for few-nucleon systems, and
increased computing power – the field will continue to prosper.
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